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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to investigate and
reeord the outstanding contributions of Clifton Ellis Byrd
and the influences which affected his leadership In the
schools.

Byrd, 1859-1926, was born at Byrd's Nest,

Virginia, near Williamsvllie, and was a pupil at the small
public school In that village; his secondary education was
at Augusta Military Academy, Fort Defiance, Virginia; his
higher education was taken at the University of Virginia.
Upon completing the 1882-1883 session at the
University of Virginia, he accepted the prlnclpalshlp of
Front Royal, Virginia, high school where he remained for
six years.

In 1889, he accepted the prlnclpalshlp of the

high school In Monroe, Louisiana.

His work became so well

known, both In the public schools and In state efforts to
Improve teaching personnel, that he was asked to establish
the first high school In Shreveport, Louisiana, In 1892.
Byrd accepted the challenge and, except for one year when
he was President of the Infant Louisiana Industrial
Institute at Ruston, Louisiana, 1906-1907, remained to help
build the Caddo Parish School System.
Clifton Ellis Byrd's career in the Caddo Parish School
System parallels the transitional years in Louisiana education

when the state system of public education evolved from
the private schools and private teachers and a smattering
of public "charity” schools.
In building the Caddo Parish School System, Byrd
worked closely with the School Board who supported him con
tinuously and who elected him from prlnclpalshlp of the high
school and City Superintendent of Shreveport schools to that
of Parish Superintendent In 1908.

He worked with the patrons,

also, In eliciting Interest and financial support to build
good schools throughout the City of Shreveport and the parish.
The high standards achieved in the academic phase of the
schools were due in part to the continued teacher prepara
tion Insisted upon by Byrd; the higher pay for Caddo teachers
which attracted better qualified teachers; and the leadership
of Superintendent Byrd that was recognized across the State
of Louisiana.
Many tributes were paid to Byrd In recognizing his
ability as a school administrator and as an effective teacher.
Perhaps the most rewarding tribute paid to him was the con
struction of the million dollar C. E. Byrd High School erected
In Shreveport and opened In 1925.

Not only was he acclaimed

the "Father of the Caddo Parish schools,” but he was an active
mover in the Louisiana Chautauqua and Louisiana Teachers'
Association.
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CHAPTER I
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND EDUCATION OF
CLIFTON ELLIS BYRD
Clifton Ellis Byrd was born at Byrd's Nest, Bath
County, Virginia, December 14, 1859*

The family estate was

In the heart of the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.

Figure 1

In the Appendix shows the home, little changed In the last
century.

An historic region, Byrd's family played a stel

lar role In claiming and holding that area for the Old
Dominion.
Bath County Is on the western boundary of Virginia.
A fairly regular quadrangle 27 miles by 30 miles In slse,
It Is considered a large county In that state.

The western

boundary of Bath Is the central ridge of the Appalachians
which are sometimes called the Alleghany Front.

The ridge

divides the waterways coursing toward the Atlantic and toward
the Mississippi River.

The Front Is lofty throughout, reach

ing an altitude of 4,500 feet.

On the eastern side of the

county, a natural barrier of mountain ridges makes access
overland possible only through three narrow gaps.^

Because

3-Oren F. Morton, Annals of Bath County, Virginia
(Staunton, Virginia: The McClure do., Inc.9 1917)7 IP•

of the geographical boundaries, most of the early settlers
entered and came down the mountain valley via Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.2
Although Bath County was not officially organised until 1791, the first attempt to colonize was in 1727.

The

isolation of the territory and the constant Indian menace
frustrated those early attempts.

However, by 17*16 permanent

settlements were founded and several forts constructed.^
As in the other frontier settlements, the early claim
ants lived in log cabins and tilled a few acres of land with
limited tools.

Indian corn was the staple crop, while hemp

assumed some importance quite early.

The large river farms

developed quickly into plantations and were spoken of as

such.5

Those early claimants who developed the plantations

included such families as the Lockerldges, Tankersleys,
Davises, Joneses, McCllntics, Wilsons and others whose English
and Scottish names reveal the origin of their ancestry.^
’’The structure of society waB rather aristocratic for a
mountain region."7

2Lyman Chalkley, Chronicles of the Scotch-Irlsh
Settlement in Virginia (Baltimore:
Genealogical Publishing
Company, 1 9 ^ ) , vol. I, p. 3.
3lbid., p. 7.

^Ibid.,p. 36.

SMorton, 0£. clt.. p. 70.
6Ibid., p. 71.

7Ibid.

3
John Byrd (or Bird) was one of the earliest settlers
who had claimed surveys on the fertile land adjoining the
Jackson River In Bath County.

In 175* he established his

family there with brothers-ln-law John and William Dean
nearby.8

In 1755 John served his community as Constable,

a pattern of civil leadership that his heirs were to con
tinue. 9
An Isolated home or community was often no defense
against a major Indian raid, and the one occurring In 1756
was a disastrous one.10

The Fort Dinwiddle settlement, known

also as Byrd's Port,11 was attacked and overpowered by the
Indians.12

Among the thirteen men, women, and children slain

In the surprise attack was John Byrd.

His wife and six of

their seven children were captured along with neighbors and
were taken to Indian terrltury, the present State of Ohio.1?
When Pontiac was defeated and the French-Indlan War
ended, "the Indians were required to give up the prisoners
they had collected during the preceding ten years.

8Ibid.. p. 190.
9ch*lkley, oj). clt.. p. 75.
iOMorton, loc. clt.
11Ibld.
12Ibld., p. 191.
13lbld.

In the

number was John Byrd, Jr. "I**

John returned to the Fort

Dinwiddle settlement where he eventually married and where
his progeny multiplied, some still living there.15
It was through this lineage that Clifton Ellis Byrd
claimed his ancestry.

According to the first Census of Bath

County in 1782, John, Jr., was living at Byrd's Fort.

His

family was not enumerated, but his 17 horses and 15 cattle
were considered significant in number.1^
The Byrd descendants had secured sizeable holdings
of land over Bath County by 1838.17

Andrew Hamilton Byrd,

grandfather of Clifton Byrd, inherited the plantation of
his father, John Thomas Byrd, In 1836.

The plantation lies

near Wllllamsvllle, Virginia, in the fertile valleys created
by the draughts leading to Bull Pasture and Cowpasture Rivers
in Bath County.

To this plantation, he added 1,000 acresl8—

the estate on which Clifton Byrd was b o m

and reared.

Andrew Byrd's son, John Thomas, was born May 22, 1828, at
the home estate named Byrd's Nest.19

l^Ibid.. p. 85.
ISpersonal interview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding,
daughter of Clifton Ellis Byrd, May 30, 1966.
l^Chalkley, o£. clt.. p. 326.
17Bath County Deed Books. 1791-1838.
l8Ibid.
19lnterview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding, 0£. c l t .
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John Thomas Byrd married Sarah Rebecca McClintic who
was boro December 1, 1833, at Flowing Springe Plantation.
The McClintic family lived three miles south of Byrd's Nest '
and Wllllamsvllle and had been closely associated with the
Byrd family as they, too, came to Bath County with the first
wave of settlers from Philadelphia.

Through the years the

families had been more than Just friends;

many marriages had

occurred between them, and their histories are closely Inter
related.20
John Thomas Byrd and Sarah Rebecca McClintic were
married in 1852.

To them were born eight children from 1854

to 1878, and Clifton Ellis was the third in order of birth.21
Rearing a large family during the Reconstruction years Imposed
a certain frugality upon the Byrds, and this frugality seemed
to have affected Clifton Byrd's handling of money during the
remainder of his life.22

Although John Thomas Byrd provided

comfortably for his family, he expected his five sons to work
the plantation.

Clifton Byrd attributed much of his physical

stamina to the work he had done at Byrd's Nest.23

John Thomas

Byrd also aspired to a good education for his sons, and his

2°McClintic, Mann and Byrd Family History. Typed
manuscript in possession ot M r s . Ann Lockeridge, Warm Springs,
Virginia.
21Interview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding, op. clt.
22ibld.

23ibid.

Aspirations were fulfilled because of efforts by him and the
Initiative of his sons.2*1
The Byrd children began their education In the home
and later attended the local public school In nearby
Williamsvllle.

Crosscurrents In educational philosophy pre

vailed , however. In Virginia.
According to J. L. Blair Buck, "nothing which can
properly be called a state system of tax supported public
schools was actually established In Virginia until l870."25
The first general law concerning education in Virginia was
In 1705, and was the "first legislative provision requiring
reading and writing to be taught orphans."2®

This was clearly

an extension to the underprivileged; otherwise, the prevail
ing belief was "every man according to his ability instruct
ing his children."27

Thus, the ruling element in colonial

Virginia held that education was private and not a public
Interest, and "that schooling Is to be purchased like cloth
ing or groceries."2®

24lbid.
25j. L. Blair Buck, The Development of Public Schools
in Virginia (Richmond:
Commonwealth of Virginia State Board
o7 Education, 1952), Vol. XXXV:1, p. vli.
26Ibld., p. 13.

27lbld.

2®Morton, o£. clt.. p. 69 .
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Because most of the pioneers in Bath County were
Scottish Presbyterians who had been noted for their seal in
the cause of general education, the ability to read and write
was almost universal among the early settlers*

This is why

the subject has only been Incidentally noted in the Bath
County public records.

"So far as is known, the first school-

house in Bath County stood on Indian Draft, mentioned in the
records in 1770.,t29

As a result of the Innate educational

Interest among Bath County residents, the structure for main
taining a quasi-publie school system was established at least
by 1851.

In that year Andrew Byrd was appointed Superintendent

of Bath County Schools.30
Clifton Byrd attended one of the two small public
schools in Wllllamsville, a short walking distance from
Byrd's Nest.31

According to the First Annual Report of

the State Superintendent of Public Instruction in Virginia,
two schools existed In Wllllamsville.

They averaged five-

month sessions that school year, 1870-1871, with seventy-two
students enrolled.

A teacher was supplied in each one-room

29lbid.
30Bath County. Virginia. Miscellaneous Records.
31lnterview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding, 0£. c l t .
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school at a salary of thirty dollars monthly.32
For his high school education, Byrd attended Augusta
Military Academy, Fort Defiance, Virginia, In neighboring
Augusta County.

As the name Implies, It provided secondary

education framed In a military atmosphere.

Here he excelled

In both his academic studies and competitive sports.33

Some

of the rules enforced by the Academy In the 1880*s may not
have differed from those with which Byrd as a cadet compiled
in the l870rs:
Each student will bring his bowl for washing water
. . . and he must also bring some candles. . • no
leaves, no permits to town, and only one dance a year
. . . the group was a tightly knit one.34
Clifton Byrd was one of the outstanding cadets under
Principal Charles L. Roller.

Maintaining close ties with

the Roller family and the Academy, Byrd gave much credit
to the preparation he gained there during his four years as
a cadet.35
After completing Augusta Military Academy, Byrd

32yirginla School Report - 1871* First Annual Report
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction tor the Year endIng^Xugust 31. l07l (Richmond;
c. A. Schaffter, supt. Public
Printing), p. 175.
33personal interview with Mrs. Charles L. Roller, Jr.,
widow of the former principal of Augusta Military Academy,
July 27, 1986, and James B. Aswell Papers. Department of
Archives, Louisiana fetate~t)nlverslty.
3*1Augusta Military Academy, Centennial Yearbook. 1965*
35lnterview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding, 0£. clt.

returned to Williamsville and taught in a local school.3$
Saving enough money to begin his higher education, he enrolled
in the University of Virginia for the session 1882-1883 dur
ing which he studied Latin, mathematics, and modern langu
ages. 37
According to Clifton Byrd's daughter, the University
of Virginia made a lasting Impression upon him and remained
a dominant.influence in his life.38

An examination of both

the ideals of Byrd and Thomas Jefferson, the founder of the
University, suggests a close parallel of Ideals between the
two men.

The following quotation elaborates upon Jefferson's

Ideals:
Host characteristic spirit— governing and driving
spirit and power from youth to old age was Jefferson's
love of freedom— freedom of the mind in its outlook
in every direction and on all things; freedom of the
soul in its beliefs; freedom of action for the indi
vidual in every personal relation and In every depart
ment of human affairs, so that It was not repugnant
to morality, law and order.39
At the University, Byrd had the privilege of becoming
Imbued with those same principles professed by its founder.

36ibld.
37unlverslty of Virginia Matriculation. 1868-1894.

38lnterview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding, o£. clt.
39philip A. Bruce, History of the University of
Virginia. 1819-1919 (New York: The~Macmlllan Co., 1970),
Vol. r; ' p . T f f .
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Jefferson's Interest In knowledge was equal to that of his
Interest In polities and religion.

"Jefferson read the

Oreek and Homan classics for recreation as one reads the
newspapers."1*0

Byrd enjoyed the reading of the classics,

especially Latin, throughout the remainder of his life.1*1
Always Interested In co-currlcular activities, Byrd
was active In Sigma Nu, a college fraternity, and was a
sports enthusiast while a student at the University.1*2
With preparation for teaching strengthened by his
stay at the University of Virginia, Byrd accepted an offer
from Front Royal, Virginia, to be principal of the high
school.

His f o m a l education was concluded in 1883, but he

remained an alert, avid student during the remainder of his
life.

Throughout the remainder of Byrd's life, the student

who shared his penchant for learning won his special favor
and his esteem.**3

**°Ibld., p. 11.
**!lnterview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding, 0£. c l t .
**2Ibid.
**3lbid.

CHAPTER II
TEACHING CAREER OP CLIPTON ELLIS BYRD,

1883-1892
Clifton Ellis Byrd had concluded his studies at the
University of Virginia when he accepted the prlnclpalshlp
of the Pront Royal Public School, Front Royal, Virginia.
Remaining there from 1883 until 1889, he left to accept a
position In the schools of Monroe, Louisiana, where he re
mained until 1892.
Pew records are extant concerning those years of
Byrd's career.

Therefore, the information directly relat

ing to his work in both schools is, by necessity, limited.
In attempting to assess his work and contributions during
that period of time, secondary records and the Ouachita
Parish School Board Minutes shed some light upon the period
of his career.
Professor Byrd, as he was known even In 1883, went to
Pront Royal Public School as the first principal of the newly
established high school.^

Pront Royal is located in the hunt

country of northern Virginia.

A heritage of British culture

still prevailed when Byrd moved to Pront Royal because it

^Personal Interview with Dr. E. L. Grubbs, a life
time resident of Pront Royal, Virginia, July 27, 1966.
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had been an outpost of the British army and of colonial
Virginia for so many years prior to the American Revolution.2
In spite of its sophistication, the Reconstruction period
and an Industrialising society had created a need for change
in the educational system there.3

Private schools had served

the community adequately until the economic and social changes
brought pressure upon the school prior to Byrd's tenure there.
Thus, when the private schools no longer met the needs of the
citizens, a public elementary school was organized.

In 1883,

the school was extended to Include a high school. **
A new, two-story, red brick structure housed the new
Pront Royal High School.

Byrd was an administrator capable

of establishing the strong leadership the patrons desired.
His own cultural background made possible an entree into the
society of the town.5
of twdlve grades.*’

The records show that he was principal

The faculty was composed of four teachers

who taught an average enrollment of 238 pupils during Byrd's

2lbld.
3lbid.
**Ibld.
5lbid.
^Virginia School Report, 188M. lMth Annual Report of
the Superintendent of Public instruction (Richmond:
Rush~V.
E e rr, "supt. of"Public” PrintTngT’lTOllJ,” p. 80.
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first year there.

Attendance increased to 247 pupils enrolled

in the twelve-grade school by 1889.7
According to Dr. E. L. Grubbs of Pront Royal, the only
known surviving alumnus of Byrd's tenure, Byrd always mani
fested a keen Interest In each student.&

"It was his interest

In both the pupils and his progress that characterised Clifton
Byrd throughout his career."?
After serving as principal of the Front Royal High
School for six years, Byrd accepted, In 1889, the prlncipalshlp of the high school in Monroe, Louisiana.10
Numerous questions have arisen as to why Byrd made such
a drastic change by moving from Virginia to Louisiana.

These

questions have Intrigued scholars down through the years, but
no one factor has been proven undisputedly as to why he was
offered and why he accepted the position in the Monroe school.
Perhaps the Front Royal school had reached Its capacity in
growth as this quotation may have Indicated:

"Virginia and

7virglnla School Report. 1889. 19th Annual Report of
the Superintendent of Public Instruction (Richmond*: Rush v .
fierr, Supt. or Public Printing, Ibbg), p. 91.
^Interview with Dr. E. L. Grubbs, 0£. clt.
9lnterview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding, 0£. clt.
10Ibid.

lM
Carolina have come into front rank in enrollment of public
school pupils."11
During the latter part of the nineteenth century and
the first decade of the present century, there was an infus
ion of spirited educators who came into Louisiana from other
states.

Their zeal was evangelistic in an educational

sense, and Byrd came during that period of time.

Byrd became

closely identified with many of those educators:

B. C.

Caldwell, Martin Brumbaugh, D. B. Showalter, J. E. Keeny,12
and Dr. S. E. Weber, to name a few of them.
One suggestion alluding to his move to Monroe was that
he and Judge A. A. Qunby of Monroe had been roommates at
the University of Virginia while enrolled as law students.
The Investigation of this theory showed that Judge Qunby was
a graduate of Louisiana State University and did not attend
the Virginia institution.

His son George was also an alumnus

of his father's alma mater.13

11Blennlal Survey of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to general AaaemFly. 1B90-91 (Baton Rouge: "T h e
AdvocateT IF92J, no page numbers.
Rouge:

12Rodney Cline, Builders of Louisiana Education (Baton
Louisiana State University, I9b3), pp. 1-23.

^ P e r s o n a l interview with Miss Edith Qunby, daughter
of Judge A. A. Qunby, August 25, 1966.
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Another question alluding to Byrd's move to Louisiana
concerned the possibility that he may have become acquainted
with an enthusiastic Louisiana educator or layman at the
New York Chautauqua or at a Southern Education Association
meeting.

Since no records could be found for either associ

ation prior to Byrd's move to Monroe In 1 8 8 9 » ^ it can only
be concluded that herein may lie the answer for his move to
Louisiana.
Frederick W. Williamson records Byrd's appointment In
the Monroe high school prlnclpalshlp:
In 1889 a school for both girls and boys was
operated In the building that had previously been
used as the Boys Academy, with C. E. Byrd as prin
cipal.
In the fall of 1890, a consolidated school
was established, sponsored jointly by the city of
Monroe and Ouachita parish, and was called the
Ouachita Parish Central and High School. This
school was housed In the old Female Academy and
was operated until the spring of 1894.15
Because of the paucity of records on Byrd's career In
the Monroe schools, the Information available Is sketchy.
The source material revealed that many differences existed
between the two School Boards operative In both the City of

^ L e t t e r from the New York Chautauqua Association to
author, March 1, 1966.
^ F r e d e r i c k w. and Lillian H. Williamson, Northeast
Louisiana (Monroe: The Historical Record Association, 1939).

PT~2HT.
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Monroe and the Parish of Ouaohlta In which Monroe Is located*
As an example of their differences, the two Boards had been
strongly opposed as to the control and operation of the two
systems within the city.

Neither Board was willing to relin

quish its direct power over the schools In order to form one
strong city system of schools .18
Finally, the parish remitted to the city School Board
all funds collected In the city ward.

The funds were help

ful in the establishment of a high school free of tuition,
1885, in the city.1?

This marked the beginning of coopera

tion between the Boards.

The next step occurred in 1890

when the parish-operated high school was consolidated with
the tuition-free city high school.1®

Thus, the move helped

to overcome the weaknesses in the two small schools that
had formerly been In competition.19

As a result, Ouachita

Parish Central and High School was formed and was located
In the old frame building that formerly housed the Female
Academy.20

l8Gerald S. Manning, "History of Education in Ouachita
Parish" (unpublished Master1s thesis, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, 1937)* p. 28.
1?Ibld.. p. 26.
l8Ibid., p. 28.

19Ibld.

20Interview with Miss Edith Ounby, o£. c i t .
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Gerald Manning records in his study on education In
Ouachita Parish that J. E. Keeny was employed as principal
of the consolidated high school and that Byrd was employed
as assistant principal.21

The Ouachita Parish School Board

Minutes do not mention the appointments.

Keeny did not re

main In the position long as Byrd was principal before the
school term closed.22

That education was a small affair

both In the high school and In the parish Is shown by the
fact that In the Parish Superintendent's Annual Report for
1890-1891 , eight hundred and four white pupils were enrolled
In Ouachita Parish with twenty-four teachers employed.2 3
Byrd's ability to please both the Board and the patrons
was evident since his resignation In 1892 was accepted with
regret on the part of those mentioned, according to Miss
Edith Gunby.24

Unwritten stories declare his effectiveness

In the schools of Monroe although his scholarly ability
seemed to have been overshadowed by the building of a school,
relates Kiss 0unby.25

2lManning, 0£. c l t .. p. 28.
22Thomaa D. Boyd Papers. Louisiana State University,
Department of Archives,
2 3Blennlal Report. 1890-91. o p . clt., p . 6.
2l*Interview with Miss Edith Gunby, op,, clt.
25lbid.
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While In Monroe, Byrd became closely identified with
educators and laymen who subsequently became Important in
shaping the public school system of Louisiana.
was A. A. Gunby, a Judge in Monroe.

One layman

Qunby unselfishly gave

of his time and his influence for the cause of education. °
Byrd was a frequent guest in the Gunby home and enjoyed the
hospitality he always found there.

It was Mrs. Gunby*s best

friend, Mattie McPee, whom Byrd later m a r ried.2?
Byrd and Judge Gunby worked untiringly in the
Louisiana Education Association, the first professional organ<
lzatlon for teachers in Louisiana that was organised in

1883 .

In 1890, Judge Gunby was honored by being elected

President of that group.29

With Judge and Mrs. Gunby, Byrd

attended both Southern Education Association meetings and
the annual National Education Association meetings.3°

After

the formation of the Louisiana Chautauqua in 1891, which they
were both instrumental in founding, Byrd and Judge Gunby
shared a mutual interest in making the summer meetings

26Ibid.

2?Ibid.

2®Henry E. Chambers, A History of Louisiana (New York:
The American Historical Society, inc.,“T925)> Vol. II,
p. 702.
29Biographlcal and Historical Memoirs of Northwest
Louisiana (Nashville: ¥he Southern Publishing Co., Io90),
P T W . ----

3°Intervlew with Miss Edith Gunby, 0£. clt.
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successful.31
Frederick Williamson, a Northeast Louisiana historian
and Monroe publisher,32 wrote of Judge Qunby declaring that
Qunby's interest lay in Internal Improvements such as good
roads, drainage, levees and navigation of the Ouachita River.
But public education, to Judge Qunby, was the more Important
topic.

"The mental development of our children, the indus

trial and moral training of the future cltlsens of the state
V . . will continue to be the most vital concern. . . of the
state."33
D.

M. Sholars, a lawyer, newspaper published1* and

Superintendent of Ouachita Parish Schools, 1890-1896,35 was
closely associated with Byrd In the educational system of
Monroe as well as in education organisations In Louisiana.
The Byrd reputation was so favorable In the parish
that Hale Houston Byrd, youngest brother of Clifton Byrd
and who had taught In the Male School In Shreveport, was
employed as principal of the Ouachita Parish High School,
1896 to 1899.36

Later, he returned to his native Virginia

to prepare for a career In law.

31lbld.

32xbld.

33williamson, o£. clt., p. 283.

3^Interview with Miss Edith Qunby, o p . clt.
35puachita Parish School Board Minutes, 1890-1896.
36The League of Women Voters of Monroe, Monroe, The
New and Old (Monroe:
Published by The League of Women Voters,

I^OTrpTT*.
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While in Monroe, Clifton Ellis Byrd met and married
in 1894 Mattie McFee, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George W.
McFee.37
Since specific contributions of Clifton Byrd in the
Monroe schools are not available, it is well here to general
ize upon his contributions to the school system there.

His

contribution was primarily viewed as helping to lay the
groundwork for T. 0. Brown and other educators who followed
him and who constructively built strong, effective city and
parish school systems.

Simultaneously, Byrd was developing

a philosophy of education that he smoothly put into practice
in the Shreveport schools.

It was a period of personal growth

for him as well as a preparatory period for Monroe education
— one in which he had a small but significant part.38
Byrd's reputation as an astute administrator and
versatile teacher with a wide range of knowledge spread
abroad, and he was invited to establish the first high school
in Shreveport, Louisiana.

In 1892, he accepted the invi

tation. 39

37lnterview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding, oj>. clt.
38personal interview with Mr. Or over C. Kofftoan,
former principal of C. E. Byrd High School, Shreveport,
Louisiana, July 7, 1966.
39ibid.

CHAPTER III
ADMINISTRATION AT THE CITY-WIDE LEVEL,

1892-1906
Clifton Byrd oame to the first high school In
Shreveport during a period of social change, a period when
education began to come to the forefront as an Imperative
need In Northwest Louisiana.

A brief history of the develop

ment of the public and

private schools prior to 1892 In

Shreveport contributes

toward a better understanding of the

changes that occurred thereafter.
I.

DOMINANCE OP THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Private schools.

The rapidity with which private

schools multiplied, flourished briefly, then declined, re
vealed their transitory nature.

Nevertheless, the Import

ance of the private schools and

tutors in fulfilling the

educational needs of a minority of the Shreveport educables
cannot be overemphasized.
A few private schools, whose records exist, were
operative before the Civil War.
Academy.

The first one was the Caddo

H. 0. Williams, John and H. Page were associated

with the school which was incorporated on March 5, I838.1

iEdwin W. Fay, The History of Education In Louisiana
(Washington:
Government Printing ffFfiee, 189b)* p” T U T ----
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By 1848, George Wyohe Rives had established a school
In Shreveport.

Trials and tribulations were numerous for

Rives, but only DeBow left a record of Its structure and
administrator.

"There is a handsome school house under the

charge of a very intelligent gentleman and scholar, 0. Wyche
Rives, Esq."2
With the Reconstruction era following the Civil War,
the eminence of a changing order was apparent.

Merton

Coulter in tracing that period declared, "The private and
denominational colleges, being free from Radical molesta
tions, were relatively more important during the Reconstruc
tion times than they were to be again."3

Especially was

this true in Louisiana as the Constitution was most emphatic
concerning public schools:

"There shall be no separate

schools or institutions of learning established exclusively
for any race by the State of Louisiana."1*
The radical attempt to force mixed schools on the
people gave impetus to those who could afford to send their
children to private schools to do so; those who could not
afford it went to the few public, mixed schools, or they

2Mary W. Shuey, "Public Schools of Shreveport Enroll
11,000 Students, Housed in Nearly Score of Buildings,"
The Shreveport Times. June 28, 1935, p. 13.
3e . Merton Coulter, The South During Reconstruction
1865-1877 (Vol. VIII of A History of ihe gouth. ed. Wendell
Holmes Stephenson and E.“Merton couTter, lo vole.; Baton
Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1947), p. 321.
**Ibid.

did not attend school.

Education, then, continued to suffer

because of this governmental decree and the doling out of
insufficient funds among the great number to be educated.5
Many cltlsens solemnly declared that they would abandon
their common school system before they would submit to mixed
schools.

"It Is better to have no school than mixed schools

they cried.^
Suoh was the confusion and turmoil that gave rise to
a number of private schools In Shreveport in the lBfiO’s and
Immediately thereafter.

Mrs. Lou Kerley taught a class

where the public library now stands on Edwards Street.

The

room was In the offices of Dr. CutIlffe before she moved to
Fairfield Avenue.

A private school as well as the Baptist

College existed on Texas Avenue.7

Professor A. D. Donovan,

who was a strict disciplinarian, operated a school.
he was a strict principal of Public School No.

Later
Profes

sor People conducted a school on Cotton Street that was fund
ed from the public treasury during the 1866-1867 session.
The Hubbard brothers also operated a school during that
time.9

5lbld.

6Ibid., p. 325.
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Another private school was the Thatcher Military
Institute established in 1870.

Byrd recorded the importance

of the school:
Leading In the school work of North Louisiana was
Thatcher Institute with outstanding Instructors and
discipline.
Captain George E. Thatcher was a man of disting
uished attainments.
Noble in appearance, he at once
commanded the respect and attention of those about
him.
Fran a small private school, assisted by Mrs.
Thatcher, he built up a school of which Shreveport
was proud and fitted for life students who have
gone into the professional and business life of
the town with marked success.
Captain George D. Alexander was an associate with
Captain Thatcher. • . an able man and successful
teacher.
Prof. Geo. 0. Thatcher who married Miss
Dell Alexander taught in the Thatcher Institute.
He is now and has been for a number of years, a
member of the family of Louisiana Industrial
Institute at Ruston.10
Other members of the faculty of Thatcher Institute
were Captain P. M. Welsh, L. R. Hamberlln, and J. T.
Mooreland.11
"The most outstanding private school for girls was
the Kate Page Nelson Seminary."12

During the l870fs, Miss

Nelson had been principal of the McLeary School, Public
School No. 1, on Cane Street.

In 1880, she opened her private

lOLoose notes of C. E. Byrd found in the Caddo Parish
School Board Minutes.
^Ibid.

12Ibld
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school as the Shreveport Seminary In the Old Battle House on
Edwards Street.

The name was changed In 1887 to the Kate P.

Nelson Seminary when a new and broader charter was drawn for
the school.*3
The Kate P. Nelson Seminary was staffed with some of
the most Influential teachers In Shreveport.

Among those

outstanding ones connected with the private school were Miss
Sallle Nelson, Miss Lavlnla Egan, Mrs. Eugene B. Hardin,
Mrs. Mattie H. Williams, and Miss Julia Rule.1**

Those

teachers had their specialities In the curriculum which was
broad and comprehensive In the liberal arts.*5
The popularity of the school Increased to the extent
that new quarters were required.

The new building, contain

ing both classrooms and dormitories, was a handsome, twostory, brick structure located on the c o m e r of Texas and
Qrand Avenues.

Constructed at a cost of $30,000 in 1890,

the school was proof of the Interest of the wealthy citizens
of Shreveport In supporting both public and private schools.16

13Lilla McLure and J. Ed. Howe, History of Shreveport
and Shreveport Builders (Shreveport: The JournaT Printing

Company7^T O TT, £ 7 1 657
l^Ibld.

ISibld.

^ Biographical and Historical Memoirs of Northwest
Louisiana (Nashville: The SouthernPublishing Company, 1890),
p.
.
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Attesting to her ability and the example of her life,
a writer commented in 1892, "In the whole educational his
tory of Shreveport, no one has done more for our good than
Miss Kate Page Nelson.
Reiteration of the interest of Shreveport citlsens
in private schools is noted in an 1871 editorial:
We cannot trust solely to the advantages of a
common school system in a population so sparse as
ours, nor can we wait on the logic of events to
settle the question of mixed schools. We must
hope that the already established schools of this
section may continue to merit a liberal home
patronage.18
Those established private schools Included, other
than the previously mentioned ones, Alexander's Academy
for Boys, the Baptist University under the presidency of
Reverend M. S. Shirk, The Shreveport Institute under the
leadership of Reverend Charles B. Dodd, and St. Vincent's
Academy for Girls.19
There were other successful private schools.
Private School was located on Milam Street.

Nutt's

Mrs. L. M. Nutt,

17The Shreveport Times. June 12, 1892, p. 3.
!®The Daily Southwestern. Shreveport, Louisiana,
July 9* 1871, p. 4.
19Dora Currie, "Some Aspects of the Development of
Schools in Caddo Parish During the Administration of
Superintendent C. E. Byrd, 1908-1926" (unpublished Master's
thesis, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1942),
p. 6.
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principal, was assisted by Mrs. Mary Hodges Marshall and Miss
Julia Rule, teacher of penmanship and calisthenics.20
Enjoying unusual esteem was Professor Miller's school
which operated on Edwards Street for four years.

In 1892

the school closed as a result of Miller's return to
Kentucky.21
Another important private school was that of Professor
Williamson.

His school contained a magnificent library of

scientific works and the classics in prose and poetry.

The

school was well-patronised by leading cltlsens of
Shreveport.22
Private teachers.
Shreveport,2 3

Private teachers were numerous in

Because of the large number of teachers, only

a few need be mentioned.

Miss Amanda Austin "was one of

those memorable teachers who spent her life in teaching
privately little children.

Ill health did not prevent her

leaving her Impress on the children under her Influence which
continue /sic7 with them still."21*
Miss Hattie Schuster of St. Louis, Missouri, was the

20Personal interview with Mrs. Ella Dingle Hicks,
retired teacher of the Caddo Parish School System, July 2,

1962.

21Ibld.

22Ibid.

23Loose notes of C. E. Byrd, oj>. clt.
2l*Ibid.
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outstanding klndergartner from the 1880*s Into the stabili
sation of the public schools in the 1900*s.25

Under her

tutelage the kindergarten became a part of the public school
system.

Instrumental In Involving parents In kindergarten

work, she organised the Mothers Union In Shreveport which
launched the Shreveport Training School for Girls In 1905
Miss Schuster was an active supporter in the organisation of
the Parent-Teachers Association in the State.2?
Foster Hall, a school originally for girls, was
founded by Miss Nell Martin.

Mrs. L. M. Baker's preparatory

school was also well patronized.2®
By 1900, eight private schools were reported In the
City of S h r e v e p o r t and the coming decade saw the demise
of most of those schools.
II.

STRUGGLES OF THE FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

A brief review of the beginning of the public schools
in Shreveport and Caddo Parish shows the struggle to estab
lish them.

"The Idea that public schools are necessary in

25lbld.

2*>Interview with Mrs. Ella Dingle Hicks, 0£. clt.
27ibid.
28Loose notes of C. E. Byrd, 0£. c l t .
29Crittenden's Shreveport City Directory (Vol. V,
1899)* pages unnumbered
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Louisiana was public charity, a poor but honest origin.

An

nual appropriations were little appreciated because of the
spirit prevailing that it was "charity for the poor."3°
Public school funds distributed In Louisiana to pri
vate schools were the most practical course up to 1890 ,
argued T. H. Harris:
No doubt this was the wisest use that could have
been made of such funds. There was no machinery for
an efficient public school organisation and teaching
staff, and under the conditions none was possible;
the funds were too small to admit of the financing
of good schools; therefore, of an effort to use the
school funds to maintain schools wholly public would
have been a waste of such money as was appropriated
for education purposes.
The authorities acted with
wisdom in cooperating with the more or less effi
cient private schools already In existence.31
During the Civil War and to a great extent during the
years of ^construction, educational progress in the State
was severely curbed.

However, the Louisiana Constitution.

1868 . provided for the establishment of at least one public
school in each parish.

C. E. Byrd declared that according

to oral records rather than from those preserved in the writ
ten journals the first public school of Shreveport was start
ed in 1869.32
The fact that a state-ald school was thus made
accessible to the Indigent, inspired a prejudice

30£dwln L. Stephens, "Public Schools of Louisiana,"
The Louisiana School Review. Vol. XIV, February 1907, p. 226.
3lT. H. Harris, The Story of Public Education in
Louisiana (New Orleans:
Etelgado Trade fechooi, i92^)» p. 7.
32Loose notes of C. E. Byrd, 0£. clt.
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against public schools as being only for the poor,
which has taken years to overcome.33
Substantiating the problems of financing those schools,
Ella Lonn cited per capita cost In 1874 as $36.00 per pupil
in the city and $24.00 per pupil In the country public school
In Louisiana.34

some of the cost was incurred because of the

waste of hiring incompetent teachers.

Further waste resulted

when teachers sublet their schools at one-fourth the amount
of their salaries.35
Organisation of the Caddo Parish School Board.

Im

provement In public education In Caddo Parish really began in
1877.36

in that year the radicals released control of the.

state government; the Police Jury relinquished Its direct
control and administration of the schools to the newly formed
School Board.37

Those forming the first Caddo Parish School

Board were some of the leading citizens of Shreveport:

W. A.

Seay, President; John J. Horan, Secretary; T. H. Morris, H.
Jacobs, Abner Hall, E. Hickman, J. G. Wise, J. D. Cawthon,
and Peter Bennett.38

33Henry E. Chambers, A History of Louisiana. Vol. I
(New York:
The American Historical SocTety, Inc., 1925),
p. 568.
34Ella Lonn, Reconstruction in Louisiana After 1868
(New York:
Putnam's and Sons, 1916T7 PP* 3 5 5 - 3 5 ^
35ibld,, p. 357 .
36Loose notes of C. E. Byrd, 0£. clt.
37Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. June 7, 1877.
38ibld.
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Until 1900, the Judge of the District Court In Caddo Parish
og
was ex-officlo "Superintendent of Education for the parish."*^
Upon its creation, the Board established rules and regula
tions to govern Its work;1*0 then the Board began the process
of forming a parish-wide public school system that would rank
in reputation with the private schools of the city.1*1

After

one year the public schools had gained prestige according to
the following news Item:
The private schools are doing very weli. . . but
the true policy is to keep up the public schools for
the benefit of the middle classes and those not able
to pay for "Boarding House school education. . . .
The public are ^slc/ pleased with the school system,
and unanimous In tHe opinion that the teachers are
well qualified and the scholars have under their In
struction advanced rapidly In their studies.**2
The Board was soon affected by the Louisiana
Constitution. 1879.

A dual education system was permisiive

under the evasive wording of the Constitution, and the Board
was punctual in providing for the education of the Negro.
The Minutes show that the Negroes were being provided for:
"Committee on examination of teachers reported favorable.
Twelve white and twelve colored candidates passed as duly

39Roscoe H. White Papers.
Records.

Caddo Parish School Board

**°Caddo Parish School Board Minutes, loc. clt.
^ L o o s e notes of C. E. Byrd, oj>. clt.
**2The Evening Standard, Shreveport, Louisiana,
May 23, lH7F, p.
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qualified."^

Another Indication of provisions being made

for the Negro is this editorial:
The colored population being in the ascend
ancy in point of numbers, large majority of the
schools are devoted to the education of their
children.
And this though the colored population
pay but a small proportion of the taxes.
Thus,
has the Democratic party in Caddo. . . redeemed
its promise to afford those people equal educa
tional advantage.11**
That the Board was attempting to meet the needs of
the indigent over the parish is apparent in its progress re
port Issued at the time T. F. Bell turned over the Superlntendency to J. L. Hargrove in 1091.

The report revealed that

in the past fourteen-year-perlod the number of public schools
in the parish increased from twenty-eight to fifty-five; dur
ing the period, enrollment Increased from 97 pupils to 1,723
pupils. ^5

a gain in value of school property was also re

ported with an Increase from $1,268.52 to $ 12 ,000 .00.^6

Influence of the Caddo Parish School Superintendent.
The Superintendent during those formative years was a true
public servant.**7

Just prior to Byrd *8 Joining the schools,

Judge T. F. Bell served as Parish Superintendent, 1881-1891.
Judge Bell attained from his fellow Board members unity and

**3caddo

Parish School Board Minutes. July 7, 1877.

^ The Evening Standard, o p . clt.. May 16 , 1878, p. 2.
^ Caddo Parish School Board Minutes, January 3, 1891.

46Ibid,

**7currie, o p . clt., p. M 7 .

dedication which produced growth In the schools.

Under

Bell's administration tangible evidence of progress was
apparent as revealed In the number of schools in operation
and the Increase In value of p r o p e r t y . S t a b i l i t y and a
sturdy foundation for growth had taken place In spite of
some who, at the beginning of his superIntendency, had no
sympathy for the public schools.
At the same time that Superintendent Bell was striving
to launch a workable system of free public schools In Caddo
Parish, he was responsible for recruiting some of the most
cultured teachers of private schools and homes to enter the
work of the public schools.

This was done In order to provide

prestige and social tone to the schools so that the influ
ential and wealthy citizens might be Induced to patronize
them.**9

Among the teachers who were persuaded to enter the

public schools were Misses Theresa Nolan, Lula Soape, Etta
Jackson, Porter Parson, Lou Morris, Amanda Howell, Mrs. Mattie
H. Williams and many other well-qualified teachers.50

They

Joined in the public education when the "educational system
of the state had hardly formed," according to C. A. Ives.

^8caddo Parish School Board Minutes, January 3, 1891.
**9currie, 0£. clt., p. 12.
50ibid.

. the most outstanding thing about It was we didn't
have a system."51
III. SHREVEPORT HIGH SCHOOL
Prior to 1908 little had been done toward establishing
high schools In Louisiana.52

Recognition of this need was

made by the State Legislature In 1888 when authority was
given to parish school boards to establish high schools.
*
Shreveport waited until 1892 to establish a high school when
the School Board agreed to initiate the first four-year course
of study in Shreveport and Caddo Parish.

The pride of

Shreveporters over the event was recorded In the following
editorial:
An established new high school at this point is
worth the highest commendation.
In making this move
the board have shown themselves not only fully cog
nizant of the responsibility of the position and
capable of satisfactorily fulfilling the duties In
volved but also disposed to take a broad and com
prehensive view of the growing requirements of higher
education facilities In our parish.53

Byrd as principal. Louise Hewitt chronicles one view
of Byrd's selection as principal of the new high school.
Samuel Goldstein, a member of the School Board from 1888 to

5lLetter to author from C. A. Ives, November 8, 1962,
52Minns S. Robertson, Public Education In Louisiana
After 1898 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1952),
p. 55.

53The Shreveport Times. June

1 8 , 1892 ,

p. 1.
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1906, served on the committee whose responsibility was to
select teachers for the parish schools.

He Is credited with

"bringing Professor C. E. Byrd, one of the South's leading
educators, to Shreveport."^
Byrd was busy during the summer of 1892 preceding
the opening of the high school, as the following news Item
reveals:
The Times takes pleasure In noting the return
of Prof. (5. E. Byrd, principal of our excellent
public schools.
Prof. Byrd has been absent some
time, but has not been Idle.
He devoted the pre
cious days and hours that teachers take for recre
ation, to study and observation.
He attended the Louisiana State Normal School
at Ruston, and from there went to the convention
of Southern Teachers at Atlanta, Georgia. He next
attended the Teacher's National Convention at
Saratoga, New York. He returns from his travels
and labors In excellent health and Is preparing
for the opening of school next week. . . . The
Times congratulates Mr. Hargrove and the school
board upon having secured the service of a teacher
such as Prof. Byrd has proven himself to be. The
gentleman comes to the city from the scenes of his
former labors with the highest recommendations for
efficiency and ability and with a character above
reproach. . . under Prof. Byrd's able management
Shreveport's public school will be second to none
In our. . . state.55
To provide housing for the high school, the School Board
rented at $32.50 monthly two rooms In the YMCA building at
the corner of Edwards and Milam Streets.56

The YMCA building

5^Loulse M. Hewitt, Days of Building (Shreveport:
The Jewish History Committee, 1 9 ^ ) » P* 5^7
55The Shreveport Times. August 30, 1892, p. 4.
56caddo ParlBh School Board Minutes. October 7* 1893.

was a three-story, brick structure with a tower erected over
the corner entrance.

A long, narrow building, It had been

constructed In 1888 at a cost of $10,000.57

Adjoining the

classrooms of the high school were the rooms used by the
Salvation Army.58
As principal, Byrd engaged Miss Lou Morris as his
capable assistant.59

shd had shown outstanding administra

tive ability and unusual teaching skills as principal of the
McLeary School, one of the best schools In the city.

A

large woman with a pleasant disposition, she was long-suffer
ing according to her students .**0

Their salaries were $70.00

monthly for Professor Byrd and $57*50 for Miss Morris .**1
As a city school, the forty-student enrollment had no effect
on their salaries.
Ruth Wurtsbaugh recorded the beginning of the school:
Shreveport*s first High School consisted of two
rooms in the old YMCA building.
Today It Is the
Shreveport Hotel. . . . There were no elective
studies at that time, and Latin was required.
About
this time, "singing" came into schools.
Although
this Is an elective study now, It was taught regu
larly by Mr. Byrd, who was by no means a very pro
ficient teacher along that line himself, and some

57Maude H. O ’Pry, Chronicles of Shreveport (Shreveport
Journal Printing Company, 192BJ, p. 321.
58oushe£, Yearbook of C. E. Byrd High School, 1925*
59personal interview with Mrs. A. D. Land, Jr.,
June 30, 1966,

6oI b l d .
^ C a d d o Parish School Board Minutes, July 20, 1892 .
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mornings he would call on a pupil to lead.**2
Wurtsbaugh continued with a description of classes
and equipment:
At that time the classics were stressed, while at
present more stress Is on science. The science of
chemistry was taught but under great difficulty.
Instead of large, well-equipped laboratories as we
have, this school had only a very small, closet
like laboratory, with only two apparatus, and these
were a syphon and an electrical machine, but the
students were deathly afraid of It, One day Mr.
Byrd wished to show the effect of electricity on
the human body, so he elected Fletcher Bell (now
Judge Bell), for his subject, and had him sit on
an Insulated stool, then turned on the current.
Almost Immediately Fletcher's hair stood straight
up. Mr. Byrd told the class that to touch him
(Fletcher) meant Instant death and when the elec
tricity was turned off, Fletcher would die. Ex
citement ran high as the students were awe-struck.®3
Reporters and former students felt that the school
was furnished elegantly.

Double-desks were assigned to the

s t u d e n t s . T e a c h i n g aids Included chalkboards, roller maps,
a large globe, and a good microscope.^5
School began at 9:00 a.m. when Byrd rang a large
dinner bell.

Classes continued until 4:00 p.m. with an

hour allocated for lunch . ^

62ousher, loc. clt.

63ibld.

^ i n t e r v i e w with Mrs. A. D. Land, Jr., o£. c l t .
65The Shreveport Times. March 21, 1893, p. 10.
66Qusher, io c . clt.

*

Principal Byrd Invoked strict disciplinary measures
from the beginning.
played hooky.

Once all the boys except Fred Ratzburg

Byrd's punishment for them was to have the

boys stay after school for one week.6?

On another occasion

the class took the "giggles" and was rewarded by staying In
until dark when their parents had to call for them.88

Phys

ical paddling was one resort, If it was felt necessary.
Those first students sometimes found the high school
work difficult because of the lack of preparation In the
lower grades.89

Byrd attempted a method of classifying the

students during the week prior to school opening .70

The

forty pupils, however, were far from being a homogenous
group.

The evolution of an efficient high school system

took an extraordinary amount of planning and effort.
In 1894, the first high school graduation was held
in the school.

The graduates were Hisses Habel Alcocke,

Pearl Martin, Mattie D. McCutchen, and William Winter Lyon.
Their class motto was "There is no excellence without great
labor."71
An encouraging beginning, the infant high school was

67lbld.
68Ibld.
69ibid.

7°Ibld.

71The Shreveport T i m e s . May 26, 1894, p. 4.
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established and awaited further Improvements.

Moved to the

Soady Building for one year, 1898, the permanent building on
Hope Street and Texas Avenue opened In 1899.

Professor Byrd

had found a receptive, progressive School Board and city.

IV.

CITY ADMINISTRATOR

Byrd appointed as city administrator.

The good Job

that Byrd had done In his first year as principal was recog
nized In Superintendent J. L. Hargrove's annual report when
he remarked that, "Our High School, presided over by Professor
C. E. Byrd.

* . Is one of the very best, If not the best

school In Caddo Parish.

. . in the State."72

Hargrove re

ported Latin, English, and French as the languages taught.
Five hundred books formed the library.73

The report deline

ated what Byrd had been able to do with parental and Board
cooperation in Just one year.
Directly involving Byrd, the Board on October 9, 1893*
created a new administrative structure In the city schools In
order to strengthen the program.

In addition to his prlncl-

palshlp, Byrd was also appointed city principal and

7^Biennial Survey of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the"~Qeneral Jss emb1y , 189?~ib 9 3 IBat on Rougei
The AdvoFaSe. 189*0 * page unnumbered.
73ibld.
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administrator of all city schools.74

Principals of the ele

mentary schools were renamed assistant principals, directly
responsible to Byrd.

Rules and regulations, formulated and

enforced by the Board, were drawn up:
As a means of perfecting a more thorough grading
of the Shreveport Public Schools, the principal of
the High School Is hereby made the general principal
of the city system. . . .
He can call the teaohers
of any school together to advise and counsel with
them and call together the entire faculty of the city
to discuss the Internal management, discipline and
class work of the city. He can submit to the com
mittee on teachers any plans or suggestions for changes
he may deem necessary to Inaugurate the best work
of our teaching talent.75

Other responsibilities of Byrd were defined:
He shall prepare the examination questions for
all promotions In February and May in all the
Grammar and High School grades and fix the value
on the written questions and promotions are not
to be made unless equated In value of 75# of the
questions.
His supervision shall be strictly professional
and advisory In calling the teachers together for
consultation. . . .
He may visit each teacher from
11 to 12 o'clock twice during the school term to
see If the grading is being correctly enforced.
During his absence from the High School his co
teachers shall conduct the High School. 76
The Increased duties assigned to Byrd Illustrate the
confidence placed In him by the Board.

Much Improvement

awaited, and Byrd began reforms immediately.

One of the

74caddo Parish School Board Minutes. October 9, 1893.

75ibid.

76ibid.
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needs that claimed Byrd’s attention was the professional
growth of the teachers.
Teacher Institutes.

Byrd's first visit to Shreveport,

as far as Is known professionally, had been as a teacher In
a summer Institute In May, 1892.

He and J. E. Keeny worked

with 108 teachers during that week.77

As long as Institutes

remained an Important method of teacher Improvement, Byrd
was active In teaching In them throughout the state.
The Institutes which had been held since 1884 In
Louisiana had several purposes.

Probably the more Immediate

goal was to Improve teaching methods.

Another Important aim

was the Importance placed upon the teachers, by the School
Board, In creating public attitudes of good will toward the
public schools.78

The institutes were used, then, to en

courage growing Interest In education by patrons as well as
to Instruct teachers In the philosophy and techniques of
their profession.
The Louisiana Chautauqua was a highly popular summer
session for teachers.

Held annually from 1892 to 1907 near

Ruston, Louisiana, teachers looked upon the sessions as a
mecca for both academic pursuits and platform lectures they

77Blennlal Survey of the State Superintendent. 18921893. loc. c'tfl
78john A. Jones, "The Development of the Professional
Education of White Teachers In Loulsiana"~Tunpubilshed Doctoral dissertation, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,
1947), p. 115 ff.

found stimulating.79

when held at the parish level, the

Institutes were financed by the local boards; when held
at the Chautauqua, money from
mary source of financing.

the Peabody Fund was the pri

T. H. Harris refers to the summer

school held at the Chautauqua:
Summer school or institutes with dally sessions
ran through the month or more that the Chautauqua
operated.
The Institute was oonducted for the bene
fit of teachers and prospective teachers.80
Leading teachers taught in the school all the sub
jects in the school curriculum.

The Chautauqua sessions led

to the immediate Improvement of classroom work over the state
as those participating and studying represented most parishes
of the state.

Inducements

were given by local boards who

offered to pay summer fees

or to give a slight salary in

crease to their teachers who attended.
The following statement indicated the Interest of
Caddo teachers in the work of the_ institutes:
Normal institutes held within the State and else
where are largely attended by Caddo teachers.
A
month of the vacation thus given over to Normal
School work greatly benefits the teachers.
Late
methods of demonstrated success are acquired and
the progressive teacher is eager to attend the
section of the institute.81

79personal interview with Miss Kathleen Graham,
August 17, 19^6.

80Harris, o£. clt.. p. 69 .
SlThe Shreveport Times. September 27, 1903, p. 10.
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For those Caddo teachers who were not free to go to
the Chautauqua grounds for the longer summer school, Byrd
arranged for Institutes to he held at various schools In the
parish.

The one- or two-week Institutes conducted by

Professor Byrd and Judge Moneure had an appreciable Influence.
Local residents were Invited to attend and many did.**2

A

typical dally program included the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Opening exercise
Arithmetic
Geography
Physical education
or singing
Lectures
Recess
Reading
Drawing

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
in.
15.
16 .

Noon recess
Singing
History
Language
Conference
Physical education
Lecture
Closing exercise8 ’

An example of dally topics Is shown below:
Monday:
Effect of heat on water
Tuesday:
Distribution of water
Wednesday:
Effect of water on land
Thursday:
Influence of water on climate
Friday:
Use to man®**
Well known lecturers and teachers were often Invited
to the Institutes in the parish.

At one summer Normal session

in Shreveport, Governor N. C. Blanchard, State Superintendent
of Public Education James B. Aswell, and Mrs. Frank DeGarmo,
national President of the Mother's Union, spoke.85

®2Personal interview with Mrs. Lula H. DeWitt,
February 10, 1967*
83Blennlal Survey of the State Superintendent. 1892

1893 . loc: cl't"
8*1ibid.
85The Shreveport T i m e s . June 27. 1905, p. 8 .
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Byrd did not hesitate to teach In the summer insti
tutes when he was Invited.

A few of the Institutes In which

he participated Illustrate his work In this area.

In 1897*

he and J. E. Keeny held a one-week Institute in Caddo Parish.
An Institute held quite early, Nay 24-28, the parish paid
fifty dollars for the expense Involved. 86

During the 1898-

1899 session, Byrd taught In a one-week Institute at VernonPlace, Jackson Parish.
tors were enrolled.87

Forty-three teachers and fifty visi
Immediately following that Institute,

he taught at the Chautauqua session. 88

in September, 1904,

he was Institute Conductor at Camptl.89
Byrd continued to urge further teacher preparation and
professional development after the summer institutes were dis
continued around 1906.

In fact, a rule imposed upon the

Caddo teachers was that they had to attend summer school on
a college campus once every three years.90

Former teachers

testify that upon the insistence of Byrd they attended

86Biennlal Survey of the St at e Superlnt endent of Public
Education to General AssemE*ly» ld9b-97 (Baton Rouge: “The
AdvocafceT TF 9 B), p. l2TT

87Biennial Survey of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to general AssemFly. 1898-99 (Baton Rouge: “The
AdvocateT TFoO), p. lT9^
88Ibid., p. 127 .
89Edwln L. Stephens, "School and Personnel News,"
The Louisiana School Review. IV (October, 1904), p. 7.
90interview with Mrs. Lula H. DeWitt, o£. clt.
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sessions In Boston, New York, Knoxville, and other areas
widely known for teacher training.91
Teacher examinations.

The Caddo Parish School Board

Invoked rules which were administered diligently In order to
Improve the teaching corps.

Prom Its Inception, the School

Board had been given unlimited power over examining and
Issuing teaching certificates In the parish.

As state certi

fication of teachers did not occur until 1912, the School
Board Minutes of 1877 mention the examinations:

"As regards

country schools we have adopted the plan, when a locality has
a teacher who gives satisfaction, to examine him or her pri
vately and assign them to duty there."92
Progressively, the licensing became more important as
the schools f a c e ' and met the demands of the changing social
order.

Covering fundamental subjects, the oral examinations

were replaced by written examinations given periodically.

The

forty-point examinations were on arithmetic, grammar, geogra
phy and history.

The examinations were so thorough that in

October, 1885, no candidates reached that standard, and some
of the most successful teachers in the classroom made only a
total of thirteen points.93

& teacher hired in 1902 testified

91Personal Interview with Mrs. Doyce Perkins,

August 18, 1966.
92caddo Parish School Board Minutes, July 7* 1877.
93ibid., October 3, 1885 .
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that the examinations were extremely difficult and were
passed only with extensive knowledge of subject matter.9**
A resolution was passed by the School Board In 1900 to
further Improve standards.

It stated that each teacher and

each assistant teacher In the parish must present a statement
relative to their education and continuing preparation, to
wit:

(1) grade of certificate held; (2) name of school from

which graduated and the number of years of teaching experi
ence; (3) the professional subjects the teacher had pursued
for the purpose of raising his or her teaching standard since
entering the teaching field; and (4) educational periodicals
read regularly.95
When Professor Byrd assumed city prlnclpalshlp, he be
came active in administering and evaluating the periodic ex
aminations.

By that time, the Board explicitly defined who

would take the examinations, "Exams Intended for all appli
cants for positions excepting those teachers holding certi
ficates as legally required and those teachers having taught
since three years past."96

Perhaps this responsibility vested

In Professor Byrd would appear to be presumptuous on the part

94interview with Mrs. Ella Dingle Hicks, 0£. clt.
95caddo Parish School Board Minutes .
96ibld.. April

8, 1901.

October

6,

1900.

!»7
of the School Board.

Rather it Indicated the soundness of

the Board's decision as Byrd was found to be Intensely inter
ested in this phase of work throughout his career . ^

Caddo Teachers Association.

When Byrd cane to

Shreveport, he found the local teachers organized into an
association for teacher Improvement.

The Caddo Teachers

Association which had been organized by Mrs. Mattie H.
Williams had two major purposes:

Professional development

of teachers, and creating Interest among patrons for public
schools.

The Association met monthly to carry out its program.

Upon the recommendation of Superintendent Hargrove, Byrd was
elected president of the Association In October, 1892.
At the monthly meetings, papers were read by both mem
bers and invited guests.

At one meeting, Mary Dingle, an ele

mentary teacher, read a paper on sand modeling and demon
strated what she had learned about it at the Louisiana State
Normal School.99

At another meeting, Mary Furman read a paper

on "Elocution" in which she shared with the group her experi
ences at an elocution class in Boston.100

A. S. Dale at the

97lnterview with Mrs. Ella Dingle Hicks, 0£. c i t .
9^The Shreveport T i m e s . October 2, 1892, p. 8 .
99ibld.» March 5, 1893, p. 2,
100Ibid., January 8 , 1893, p. 8 .
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same meeting read a paper on "Teacher's Aim and Work."101
Occasionally, out-of-town speakers addressed the Association.
Professor 0. D. Plckels of Mansfield and editor of Looking
Ahead read a paper devoted to education Interest.
ject was psychology In connection with chlld-llfe.

"His sub
The theme

was a happy one as handled by the able speaker and was deeply
appreciated by all present."102
Beginning In 1892, a series of winter lectures or
lyceum series sponsored by the Association was planned for
the entertainment and recreation of city residents.103

Pro

ceeds were used to equip the schools with teaching aids and
library books.

The well-known platform lecturer, John Temple

Graves, was the first to appear that profitable season. 1°**
In April, 1893» the Louisville, Kentucky, publisher, Henry
Watterson, appeared on the lyceum series speaking at the
Grand Theater:

"Hon. Henry Watterson lectured on 'Money and

Morals' at Grand under the auspices of the Teachers Associ
ation. "105
The monthly meetings in which the teachers partici
pated had a wholesome- effect, reported the Parish

103-Ibid.
102ibid.. February 7, 1893, p. 4.
1Q3ibld., November 10, 1892, p. 4.
104ibid.
105lbid., April 26, 1893, p. 4.

Superintendent, "stimulating teachers and creating emulation
among them and interesting the public in building up public
school work."!°6
Byrd's work his first year as president of the
Association merited his election for a second year*

Serving

with him were Nary Dingle as secretary and Mrs* Florence B.
Jones as vice-president.!°7

At the election, Mrs. Mattie H.

Williams read a paper on the "Advantages of a Teacher's
Association."^0&

Honorable J. Henry Shepherd spoke at the

meeting appealing to the teachers to stimulate enthusiasm
among the people for Improving school housing.10^

H. K.

Hargrove, known for his services on the School Board, plead
also for better school buildings.!!0
By 1906, the purposes of the Association seem to have
remained the same with more emphasis being given to profes
sional development:

"Caddo Parish Teachers Association held

a meeting at Central High School yesterday afternoon."!!!
President Byrd opened the meeting with remarks about the
necessity of "periodic gathering of teachers In order to

lO^Biennial Survey of the State Superintendent. 18929 3 * loc. cITI
!°7The Shreveport Times. April 26, 1893# p.
IQfllbld.

!°9lbld.

!!°Ibld.

!!!lbid., March 18, 1906, p. 3.

perfect and establish a closer relationship of all grades."H2
He made the meeting a time to dispense the teachers’ salary
checks.

The Association was successful in helping to attain

support of the patrons, In Improving the professional status
of the teachers, and In accomplishing worthwhile projects
for the schools.
Central High School
Byrd began urging that more commodious quarters be
found for the high school when its enrollment of pupils
reached seventy the second year it opened, 1 8 9 3 . The
School Board was aware of the need for improved school hous
ing over the city as indicated by the purchase of a five-acre
tract of land on Hope Street in l891.*li+

The idea of immedi

ate school construction lay dormant for several years due to
inadequate school funds.

The first talk of financing a high

school building to be constructed on the Hope Street property
aroBe in 1 8 9 5 . ^ 5

An economic depression gripped the country,

so building plans were again postponed.

H2lbid.
^ S ibld.. September 20, 1893, p. 3.

H ^ Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. June 15, 1891.
H ^ i n t e r v i e w with Mrs. Ella Dingle Hicks, 0£. c i t .
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In 1896 , the question of a school house for the high
school was formally presented to the School Board.

Colonel

A. B. Ardls proposed that a high school be built from con
tributions of clvlc-mlnded residents.
buting $1,000.00.

He began by contri

Others adding to his contribution were

H. H. Hargrove, $125.00; W, K. Henderson, $200.00; P. Youree,
$100.00; Samuel B. Hicks, $1,000.00; and William Winter,

$100.00.116
The seriousness of school construction was not accepted
lightly by the Board.

Of the considerations, one was that

even frugal handling of school monies had not permitted an
Investment of extra funds for a new building.

Secondly, the

tax structure permitted by the State Constitution was Inade
quate for construction purposes.

Thirdly, Shreveport citi

zens had not yet constructed their flrBt school building.
Central High School erected.

The School Board took

action In their October, I 896 , meeting by appointing a com
mittee for the purpose of planning and erecting a suitable
building.117

Committee members of the Board were C. S.

Steere, Samuel Goldstein, C. J. Foster, George Woodward, and
H. F. Doll.

Professor Byrd was a consultant.11®

11^The Shreveport Times. December 3» 1896 , p. 1.

1896 .

117caddo Parish School Board Minutes, October 29,
ll8Ibid.
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The first consideration of the committee was to formu
late a plan of financing.

Their recommendation to the Board

was that private subscriptions be solicited from the citi
zens, the plan suggested by Colonel Ardis.H*^

Thirty thou

sand dollars was agreed upon as the minimum needed for con
struction.

The teachers were prevailed upon to solicit the

taxpayers for a five-mill voluntary t a x .120

By private con

tribution, over $ 7 *000.00 was raised immediately.^2^
A mass meeting followed in order to discuss the secur
ing of additional funds.

The result of the meeting was a

petition calling for a tax referendum.
the taxpayers signed the petition.

Ninety per cent of

An almost unanimous vote

followed, imposing a volunteer five-mill tax for three
y e a r s . 122

so successful was the subscription that the Board

began negotiations to erect a $60 ,000.00 high school building
on the Hope Street property.

Of the three high school build

ings Byrd helped to plan and to build in Shreveport, Central
High School was the first one; and, in many respects, it was
a very important one.

119caddo Parish School Board Minutes, December 7.

1896.

------------------------120Ibid.
l2lThe Shreveport Times, December 3* 1896 , p. 1.

122Ibid., October 17, 1899, p. 1.
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On October 17, 1899, the high school was dedicated
before a jubilant citisenry.123

An ambitious celebration

occurred because the school was the "finest In the state,
an enduring monument to public spirit and enterprise of
Shreveport property owners.

. . ,"121*

Under the auspices of the Mayor, Byrd helped plan the
celebration which started with a procession at the Courthouse
on Texas Street.125
the ceremony.

Stores and offices were closed during

The procession marched out Texas Aveuue to

the Hope Street school.

Planned In detail was the order of

the procession:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Rettig's Band
City Council and Officials
Clergy
Building Committee
School Board and Officials
Members of the press
Parish Officials
Public and private school pupils and faculty
General public
Fire Department 126

They moved en masse out to Central High School to:
Commemorate the completion and opening. . .
and to publicly bestow upon the building committee
and upon our taxpayers the credit justly due them.
. . . of one of the most magnificent structures in

123ibld.
l ^ Ibid.. August 31, 1899, p. 8 .

125lbld., October 17, 1899, p. 1.

126ibid.
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the entire south devoted to educational purposes.12?
Extolling their pride, another spoke at the dedica
tion:
Not a legal— but popular celebration as one of
the most important events in the history of Shreveport;
. . . a magnificent school building, a monument to
that progressive and liberal spirit, that tireless
energy that characterise the cltlsens of Shreveport.128
On behalf of the public schools, Principal Byrd re
sponded.

Accepting an old and beautiful flag from Captain

George Thatcher, Byrd assured the donor that the symbol of
love and esteem would be handed down from class to class.129
The building was a fruition of Byrd's aspiration.
Shreveporters were never again to be as enthusiastic about
a new school building.

The fact was that It was a Joint ven

ture In which the citizens volunteered to finance the first
school building to be constructed by the School Board.

Also,

"it was the first m o d e m school building in the state.nl30
In Figure 2 in the Appendix is a picture of the threestory, red brick Central High School.

Replete with a tower

that reached 124 feet from the ground, It was a landmark In
the City of Shreveport ,131

New furniture and well-equipped

127lbld.. October 14, 1899, p. 4.

128ibid.
129lbld.
130lbid., October 6 , 1907, p. 1.
131o'Pry, 0£. c l t ., p. 199.
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laboratories were provided as well as modern, Indoor plumb
ing.1^

a large auditorium provided a comfortable meeting

place for school and public gatherings.

Professor Byrd con

tinued with stern discipline, and Room 15 was a synonym for
his reprisal and for punishment, whioh was seldom neces
sary. *-33

Texas Avenue School, a public elementary school,

next door to Central High School was combined with the high
school at once.

Mrs. Mattie H. Williams who had been prin

cipal for the eight grades since 1891 became an assistant
to Principal Byrd.1^
Floor assignments helped to organise the school.

On

the first floor the primary grades met, while the intermedi
ate grades were assigned the second floor with the high
school assigned to the third floor.135

in the high school,

Professor Byrd taught Qeometry, Algebra, Physics and Chem
istry.

Professor Schwlng taught History, Latin, and Eng

lish. 136

Large wooden kegs held drinking water; tin cups

chained to the kegs were used by all the pupils.137

Until

a cafeteria was provided many years later, the students
brought their lunches in rattan lunch baskets. ^ 8

132caddo Parish School Board Minutes * September 9,
1899.

133ousher, loc. clt.
^ ^ C a d d o Parish School Board Minutes, November 28,
1899.

135interview with Mrs. Lula H. DeWitt, o£. clt.
136ibid.

^ibid.

138ibid.
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Because of Byrd's military training, he walked In a
military manner that commanded respect and authority.*39
His school was as well-ordered as his ma n n e r .1**0

As an ex

ample, pupils entered the building In the morning and at noon
by what may have been a unique manner.

Stationed at the front

door of the school was a drummer boy who beat marches while
the pupils marched In unison to their classrooms.

The school

building resounded with the vibrations of the high school
students entering first and marching up to the third floor,
while the primary pupils entered last.

An honored position

in the school was that of drummer b o y .1**1
J. Tom Tanner, who was a high school student those
first few yearB in the new building, gives an insight Into
that period of his education:
I am still quite proud of the fact the time
spent by me back In those good old days was under
the precept and example set by such illustrious
and eminent educators and teachers as Professor
Clifton E. Byrd, ably assisted In character and
scholastic guidance by Lula Soape, Amanda Howell
and Mattie Williams, the last named being the
champion knuckle spheroid performer and by that
I mean when your class-room conduct or grades fell
below par (and sometimes that was not necessary)
Miss Mattie, as we affectionately called her,
would visit your desk and apply very firmly the
knuckle of her Index finger to the top of your

139personal interview with Mrs. Mary Lou R. Sibley,
August 19, 1966.
li40Interview with Mrs. Lula H. DeWitt, 0£. clt .
11*1Ibld.
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cranium to the enjoyment of all*

. . .

Words of wisdom usually sprang from Professor
Byrd— the man with the kindly yet piercing look*
who oft would admonish us by saying* "Drink deep*
or taste not the Pierian Spring."
. . . I was Jumped from the 6th grade to the
8th grade. • . the fact that In history exami
nations I was the only one In the class who made
"100".
I named the 13 colonies. . . .
X like to
surmise. . . that It might have been this little
episode that got Prof. Byrd Interested In me* and
whose Influence later landed me In LSU with a
Police Jury scholarship.W2
Byrd urged higher education.

Tanner*s scholarship

was one that Professor Byrd had helped secure.^ 3

When Byrd

wrote to his good friend Louisiana State University President*
Thomas D. Boyd* Introducing J. Thomas Tanner In 1903* he was
repeating what he had done previously anu what he was to do
dozens of times later— help youngsters continue their educa
tion.

A co-worker of Byrd confided that probably no one

knew the number of students whom Clifton E. Byrd helped
through college.
One method was to persuade the Caddo Parish Police
Jury to grant scholarships to those youngsters who could
qualify.

The scholastic award paid tuition, board* and other

lM2j. Tom Tanner, "The Department of Finance ana Its
Place In City Government," Newsletter. North Louisiana
Historical Association* Vol. 7:1, October 1966» p. 15.
1^ Thomas D. Boyd Papers. o p . c l t .
I****Interview with Mr. Grover C. Koffman, ojs. c l t .
a*

fees for four years at Louisiana State University.

Here is

a letter to President Boyd about the examination:
October 14, 1903
Dear Sir:—
The Police Jury of our parish has ordered
a competitive examination October 31st to be
conducted by me.
I write to know if you prefer
to prepare the questions. . . . Kindly let me
have your reply at once. Enclose the questions
to me or authorise me to prepare them.
State
the subjects you desire concerned, in the letter.
Very truly,
C. E. Byrd14*
Another tactic which Byrd used to help youngsters was
to prevail upon wealthy citizens for financial assistance.
In one instance, one worthy young woman could not claim her
scholarship because her father was bedridden and the family
needed her earnings.

Byrd personally promised thirty dollars

a month to support the family, and, at the same time, he
solicited financial help from women and organizations that
could ald.1^

wa8 ^

ei0quent speaker, and rarely had

trouble convincing people he was right."11*?
As higher education was Important to him, Byrd refused
to allow his daughter, Mary, to marry Joseph Redding until

145Thomas D. Boyd Papers. o p . clt.
111^Interview with Mary Byrd Redding, oj>. clt.
l47"The Quarter Century of C. E. Byrd," Shreveport
Magazine, September, 1961, pp. 17 ff.
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she completed her college education.I1*®
Consequently, Byrd's philosophy was revealed In the
thoroughness of the student's preparation In the high school:
Young men graduate from Central High and are ad
mitted to leading universities without entrance ex
ams.
Central High £***7 put on accredited list which
admits graduates without examinations.
This result
has been attained largely by the high standards and
thoroughness of work insisted upon by Professor
C. £. Byrd. He systemlced the work and published
"Rules and Regulations and Course of Study" in pam
phlet form. This Is a most admirable system of
grading and Is without an equal In the State.**9
Some problems of the administrator.

Varying problems

were encountered by Byrd as principal and city administrator.
One which seemed to have caused offense on the part of some
patrons concerned the high school graduation programs.

School

programs were held regularly and school closing had great
emphasis placed upon It at all grade levels.

High school

graduation was no exception and herein lay one of the thorny
problems.
Research by this writer showed that graduation cere
monies were elaborate and lengthy.

All of the graduates

were expected to participate vocally In the ceremony.

At

the 1899 graduation held at the Opera House, there were
thirteen candidates for

d i p l o m a s .

*50

read a lengthy essay on the program.

All but one candidate
Because the student

I1*®Interview with Mary Byrd Redding, o£. clt.
i ^ The Shreveport Times. September 27, 1903, p. 7.
150lbld.. May 21, 1899, p. 6 .
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refused to make an oration, he was awarded a certificate of
proficiency Instead of a diploma .1^1

This Incident and those

like It occurring In 1901 and 1902 caused discontent among
some of the patrons until the School Board was faced with
action.152

All of the complaints were referred to Principal

Byrd with Instructions for him to examine the pupils and re
port to the Board whether or not Injustice was d o n e . 3
Apparently, no further diploma problems arose for the Minutes
do not mention them.
Once the high school opened and began functioning, much
remained to be done to Improve the surroundings.

The School

Board considered Immediately the Improvements of the grounds.
One side of the property had a board, a shield-type, fence
erected.

The city insisted, at the same time, upon using the

grounds for a storage area.

Sidewalks were badly needed.

A

harrowing incident Involving some students at the school oc
curred:
A number of small school children were almost run
down by a drove of loose mules In front of the Hope
Street School which they were attending. Most of the
children got out of the mules 1 way on their own power,
but several had to be rescued by pedestrians. Many
of the city*s residents have been complaining about
the nuisance of loose stock within the city. . . .

*51ibld.
152caddo Parish School Board Minutes. June 30, 1902.

153Ibid.
x5**The Shreveport Times. January 12, 1906, p. 6 .
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The wagon yard adjoining the eehool property wae a
source of enticement to the elementary pupils.^55

By 1903 ,

the Era Club asked that the janitor keep the grass mowed
and the grounds clean .*56
The janitor's duties were varied.

Not only was he

responsible for the maintenance of the building, the keeping
of the grounds, and the operation of the heating system, but
Professor Byrd depended heavily upon him to assist In some
maintenance of the other city schools.

Byrd knew the prob

lems In obtaining sufficient revenue, so he and the janitor
made minor repairs.157

The teachers were encouraged to take

care of simple repairs In their classrooms.

Although this

was a point of contention for those teachers who feared Byrd,
those who understood him compiled or overlooked his fru
gality. *58
Actually, Byrd felt the dignity of the teacher was very
Important.

One day while on a visit to an elementary school,

he found a woman teacher standing barefoot upon the window
sill while the class was in session.
an explanation.

Shocked, Byrd demanded

The teacher tartly replied that she was doing

*55interview with Mrs. A. D. Land, Jr., 0£. c l t .
156The Shreveport T i m e s . November 3» 1903, p. 1.
157lnterview with Mrs. Lula H. DeVltt, o£. cl t .
158ibid.
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the Janitor's work by lowering an upper window for venti
lation.

Byrd asked her to step down.

He then removed his

shoes and resumed the window adjustment.159
Another Incident Is cited concerning repairs which
were needed In one of the classrooms.

The male teacher,

when requested to do the work, replied that It was not In
the scope of his employment to do manual labor.

Byrd

promptly removed his coat, rolled up his sleeves, and,with
the aid of the Janitor, made the necessary repairs.^ 6°
Expanded curriculum.

Byrd believed In a classical edu

cation as the curriculum revealed.

"If you were not familiar

with history, math, English and Latin, you were not well edu
cated. "161

But simultaneously he may be called a progressive

as he recognized the need for every child having the opportun
ities which would fit him for society.

Being In a changing

society, Byrd realized the gravity of the best curriculum.
By 1901, he had drawn around him in Central School a
faculty who helped him systematize a developing program.
Professor S. C. Schwlng and A. S. Dale were his high school
assistants; teaching the seventh and eighth grades were Mrs.
Mattie H. Williams and Misses Lula Soape and Amanda Howell;

159interview with Mary Byrd Redding, o£. clt.
l60The Shreveport Times. February 7, 1906, p. 4.
l6l”The Quarter Century of C. E. Byrd," loc. clt.
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the fifth and sixth grades were taught by Misses Mary Dingle,
Susie LeRosen, Myra Underwood, and Pearl Poster; the third
and fourth grades were taught by Misses Gertrude Owens, Mary
Basch, and Margaret Scofield.

In the first and second grades

were Misses Carrie Vestal, Carrie Scott, and Annie Ector.
Professor Thomas W. Phillips was teacher of music In the
i ft?
city schools and musical director.
Upon Byrd's urging, an application was approved for
the establishment of a manual training school with suitable
equipment upon the ground adjacent to the high school build
ing. ^ 3

xn September, 1901, H. C, Bond was a special teacher

assigned to the Industrial School, and A. A. LeRosen, another
special teacher, was instructor in the Night School.164
1902, Byrd asked for a Supervisor of Drawing
schools.165

The

jn

for all city

press, reporting on thesuccess

of the

Manual Training School, declared, "Hope to arrange similar
school for young l a d i e s . " * ^
In 1903, School Board President Leon Smith summarized
the work of the special teachers.1^7

The night school under

*6 2Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. June 30, 1901.
I63ibid.. February 3, 1901.
l6 f>ibid., September 16, 1901.

l65ibid.. September 19* 1902.
l 66The Shreveport Times, April 8 , 1902, p. 1.
^ 7 i b l d . , September 27* 1903* p. 10.
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LeRosen was continuing for those youths who were employed
full-time.

In addition to the curriculum provided for by

the state, "Special teachers are employed to teach the
Important subjects of reading, drawing and singing.
kindergarten.

. . a part of public school system.

. .

. . ."AUO

The addition of libraries In the city schools was
considered vital to Byrd.

From the Inception of the high

school, he had been active In securing library books, and
his desire was to build a first-class reference library.
In 1902, when Andrew Carnegie tendered aid to construct a
free, public library in Shreveport, Byrd, through the School
Board, was the first to respond by offering Central High
School grounds as a suggested site.H>9

When the library

maintenance question failed before the voters, Byrd pre
vailed upon other sources for help .1?0
Hypatia, the oldest club for women in the city,
agreed to aid In buying books for the high school reference
library.

The popular lecture was their chief source of rev

enue for the project.

In 1904, one such lecturer was a

l68ibid.
l 69ibld., March 4, 1902, p. 1.
^ Q Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. March 3» 1902.

Spanish-American War hero:

"With the assistance of Professor

Byrd of the High School, the Club engaged Captain Hobson for
a lecture at the auditorium on February 2.nl71

The net pro

ceeds from that lecture was $168.00 to be used for library
books.

Soon thereafter this news item appeared, "Committee

from Club conferred with Professor Byrd upon books.nl72
Hypatia made $170.00 available for reference books, a token
of aid which was later given by them.173
By 1906, the Legislature passed a law favorable to
school libraries.

It provided that when a school or class

room raised ten dollars for the purchase of library books,
the Parish School Board would appropriate matching funds and
supply a bookcase. 17**

Byrd did not become involved in the

action resulting from the Act until his one-year at Louisiana
Industrial Institute was completed and he returned to Shreveport
in 1907.
Through the interaction of a well-qualified faculty,
a broadening curriculum, and a commodious building, Central
High School became one of the first state-approved high schools
in Louisiana.*75

17lThe Shreveport Times. June 19, 1904, p. 11.
172ibld.. March 6 , 1904, p. 10.

173ibid.
174R 0bertson, 0£. clt., p. 195.

175ibid., p. 56 .
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Other city schools.

Byrd as city administrator had

not neglected the other city schools.

Visiting the class*

rooms regularly, he was a keen supervisor and a shrewd prin
cipal with whom to reckon.

Apparently, he could walk Into

a classroom and teach any subject Impromptu .176
Byrd began early In campaigning for better school hous
ing.

In fact, for the School Board he worked lndefatlgably

both In the city and the parish, urging the patrons to pro
vide housing conducive to better education.*77

Byrd prompted

the Board to make the wise decision of constructing permanent
housing.

In 1902, Parkview School, the second permanent

school building in the city, was constructed.

A two-story,

brick neighborhood school, it boasted superior architectural
beauty over Central High School and a pleasant Interior with
teaching aids and a library .178

plans were drawn for more

permanent city schools, plans that soon came to fruition In
the Texarkana and Travis Street Schools.
Leon Smith, a member of the School Board, cited the
efforts of Byrd in the better-school-buildings movement:

176mterview with Mrs. Doyce Perkins, 0£. clt.
*77The Shreveport Times. September 27, 1903, page
unnumbered.
^

Ibid.. September 19» 1903i p. 1*
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The campaign for more commodious and better
school buildings throughout this section of the
parish has been ably led by Judge J. C. Noncure,
Superintendent of Public Schools, President J.
Henry Shepherd, and Professor C. E. Byrd.
At In
tervals a visit Is made to each country school.
The patrons of the school are assembled and earnest
appeals are made for the building of substantial
and commodious school houses that will in turn
reflect credit on the community. . . . The in
ception of this movement found the people indiff
erent, and only a few could be gathered together.
Today the same people have come to a full reali
sation of this crusade against ignorance and they
manifest their interest and enthusiasm in larger
gatherings than any other cause can bring them
together.179
Without compulsory attendance, however, there were
children in the city who were missing the opportunity of
the free, public schools.

The press confirmed this:

There are fully a thousand children of school
age in Shreveport who are not attending school.
Many of them can be seen wandering around the
streets during the day. Many of them get into
trouble of different kinds.
When Byrd left the school system in 1906, public
sentiment was changing toward public education;
Attention is called to the fact that by dent
of merit and excellence of work the public schools
have broken the prejudice existing against the
"poor man's chool." The teacher In our public
schools occupies a position of dignity and Is
respected and esteemed as such.l°*

179lbld., September 27, 1903, p. 10.
I80ibid«, January 14, 1906, p. 8 .
I 8libld.. September 27, 1903, p. 14.
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Personal life and description of Byrd.

Professor

Byrd was of medium height, of slightly more than average
weight, and had attractive features.

"One of the most mag

netic attractions about him were his keen, piercing
eyes."l®2

Most of the time he wore a well-trimmed Vandyke

beard or "goatee," as the students referred to it.

His

military stance and walk commanded the attention of those
In his presence.1®3
Possessing a well-modulated voice, he was articulate,
eloquent and persuasive.

He had a rare sense of humor and

dry wit that were known by only a few intimate friends, and
It was "exhibited in unusual ways."1®**

Mrs. Mary Lou

Richardson Sibley, a former teacher under Byrd, lived in
the Byrd home in 1906.

A spirited eighteen-year-old, Byrd

referred to her as "grandma."

"Although he could be brusque

and tactless, he was a man of Justice and vision," commented
Mrs. Sibley.1®5

"Quick to assert himself, he was Just as

punctual in apologizing," confided Mrs. Ella Dingle Hicks,
a former teacher.1®^
In 1903* Byrd purchased the old frame Texarkana School

1®2lnterview with Mrs. Ella Dingle Hicks, 0£. clt.
1®3interview with Mrs. Lula H. DeWitt, oj>. clt.
1®1*Interview with Mrs. Mary Lou R. Sibley, 0£. c l t .

1®5lbld.
l 8f>interview with Mrs. Ella Dingle Hicks, o£. c l t .
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at 1935 Elisabeth Street which became the permanent home
for him and hie family.

a

large, spacious residence, It

thronged with the children's friends, adult friends, and by
relatives who came to visit occasionally.1^^
Professor Byrd was noted for the strictness with which
he, as a teacher, conducted class.

Comments from several

former pupils to this writer recalled quickly their vivid
Impression of Professor Byrd— -he was an excellent teacher
and a firm disciplinarian.
the teachers.

He also had good rapport with

Those who stood up to him commanded his respect.

As a disciplinarian, he was also devout In his
Christian beliefs.

That he attended church regularly with

his family and practiced the Christian Ideals has been at
tested to by teachers, students, and friends.
Byrd's resignation.

Clifton Ellis Byrd in 1906 was

concluding one phase of his career.

He had been offered and

had accepted the presidency of Louisiana Industrial Institute
at Ruston, Louisiana.

A small but growing two-year college,

It offered Industrial courses and academic work above the
sixth grade.

grief.1®9

His announcement was received with shock and

Judge J. C. Moncure, on behalf of the School

l87caddo Parish Conveyance Records. 1903.
1®®Interview with Mary Byrd Redding,

ojk

clt.

l89The Shreveport Times. July 10, 1906, p. 8 .
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Board, endeavored to persuade Professor Byrd to remain in
Shreveport.

The Board felt that Byrd was an lrreplaeeable

loss to the education system in the city and the parish.*9°
He had been a stalwart representative for Caddo Parish in
meetings over the state and nation.
The extra remunerations from the Board at various
times, the praise and honor given him, and the honest view
of "A Byrd in the hand is worth two in the bush" could not
dissuade Byrd in his decision.1^

From his Elizabeth Street

home, he moved his family— his wife, young Mary and Clifton,
Jr.— to Ruston, Louisiana.

19°Ibid.
^•^libld.. February 7, 1906, p. U.

CHAPTER IV
PRESIDENT OP LOUISIANA INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE
In the spring of 1906, Clifton Byrd was approached by
O o v e m o r Newton C. Blanchard and State Superintendent of
Education James B. Aswell to accept the presidency of
Louisiana Industrial Institute at Ruston .1

Blanchard and

Byrd had been neighbors In Shreveport and had been closely
associated over the years.

Professionally, Byrd and Aswell

had worked closely In promoting public education.

Byrd

found It impossible to respond negatively to their persua
sion, although he was reluctant to consider accepting the
leadership of the school.

Feeling Incompetent was not the

question; rather, It was the rapport he enjoyed in
Shreveport.

Blanchard and Aswell were persistent .2

Both

felt that Byrd was the man with constancy and exceptional
ability and his acceptance would eliminate the rapid turn
over in leadership at the Institute:
Professor Byrd expressed his desire to remain
in Shreveport but unfortunately is unable to do
so because of outside forces. He said that
Superintendent Aswell and Governor Blanchard were
depending on him going there, and he didn't want
to let them down. . , he looked upon this as a
sort of promotion and therefore he felt compelled

1Interview with Mary Byrd Redding, o£. clt.
2 Ibid.
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to accept.
He had one satisfaction In leaving in
that he would leave behind a clean record and a
splendid system of schools.3
That this invitation to leave Shreveport was not the
first one for Byrd is shown by the action occurring in
February, 1906. **

The School Board reported that they had de

feated a scheme to take Byrd away from Shreveport.

A parish

in South Louisiana, believed to be East Baton Rouge, offered
Byrd the position of Parish Superintendent at a salary of
$2,500,00 per year.

Although he was then earning $2,000.00

per year for nine months, the Board raised his salary to
$2 ,500.00 in an effort to eliminate competition.5
Succeeding Professor W. E. Taylor, Byrd formally took
over the presidency of Louisiana Industrial Institute in
June, 1906.

Louisiana Industrial Institute had evolved from

the small Ruston College into an industrial school in 1894.
As one of the leading state schools, its purpose was the
training of young men and women for the "practical indus
tries of llfe."^

Its primary aim was to give each student

a thorough, practical collegiate education and, at the same
time, train him for some one industrial pursuit.

Quoting

the management of the school in elaborating upon the purpose:

3The Shreveport Times. July 10, 1906, p. 8.
^Ibid., February 6 , 1906, p. 2.
^Ibid ., September 27, 1903, p* 2.

5lbld.
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. . . management believes In a thorough colleg
iate education but also maintains that every boy
and girl should be trained to do something use
ful. This Is taught not so much from the utili
tarian standpoint as from the fact that such an
education trains the whole being, develops the
natural aotlvltles and gives a well rounded and
symmetrical life.7
All records pertinent to Byrd's presidency were de
stroyed by fire.

Nevertheless, through an examination of

the status of the school before and after his tenure, a
glimpse of his year there Is slightly more meaningful.
Prom a faculty of six and a student enrollment of 202 and
one building In its opening year, the Institute had grown
to an enrollment of 600 students representing forty parishes
In Louisiana and three, large brick buildings In 1906.&
That the level of work was of high school standard is re
vealed In the fact that the student enrolling must have
shown proficiency above the sixth grade.
three majors was open to the student:

A choice among

Industrial, Mechan

ical or Domestic Science; while regular academic work was
also required.

The fees for one semester were $5.00 for

entrance, $45.00 for board, and $4.50 for laundry.9
Figures 3 and 4 in the Appendix are views of the
campus President Byrd found.

The twenty-four-acre campus

7lbld.
^Interview with Miss Kathleen Graham, 0£. clt.
9lbid.
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boasted a natural beauty of pine trees along with some land
scaping.

Physical facilities Included the three-story main

hall containing offices, classrooms, a 500-volume library,
laboratories and an auditorium.

The girls' dormitory was a

three-story brick structure housing 250 girls.

A mechanics

hall provided facilities for art, drawing, and mechanics .10
President Byrd found at Louisiana Industrial Institute
quite a different climate from the public school system.

He

realized that public school work was the place for him.
On July 25, 1907, Dr. J. P. Blanton who had replaced
Byrd In the Shreveport schools resigned.

On July 26, the

next day, the Caddo Parish School Board elected Byrd to re
place Blanton and In reikllty resume his former position .11
His acceptance received acclaim In the Shreveport press:
Prof. C. E. Byrd will accept. . . . Prof.
Byrd did resign from Huston to accept. • .
because he preferred the public school work.1^
On August 27, the Times reported Byrd "has moved his
family back.

. . to his former home.

. . he will be In the

city at all times and from henceforth will be in a position
to give his entire service to the Shreveport schools.m13

His

reception was one of warmth and gratitude for his return.1]*

10Ibld.
11The Shreveport Times, July 27, 1907* p. 1*

12Ibld., August 6 , 1907* p. 1.
13lbid. . August 27, 1907, p. 1.
^I n t e r v i e w with Mrs. Lula H. DeWitt, op., clt.

CHAPTER V
ADMINISTRATION AT THE PARISH LEVEL,

1907-1926
Clifton Ellis Byrd's second administration with the
Caddo Parish School Board began when he resigned from the
presidency of Louisiana Industrial Institute at Ruston after
serving there one year! and accepted his former position
on August 6, 1907.2

His decision supported his devoted

ness to local school administration and squelched the rumor
to the contrary:
Professor C. E. Byrd may be a candidate for the
office of State Superintendent of Education after
the resignation of Superintendent Aswell who has
accepted the position of Chancellor of the
University of Mississippi.3
His second administration was divided into two dis
tinct areas of responsibility.

One was as principal of

Central High School and all city schools until 1908.

The

other one was as Superintendent of the Caddo Parish School
System from 1908 until his death In 1926.

^Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. July 26, 1907.
2The Shreveport Times. August 6, 1907> p. 1.
3ibld.. March 6, 1907, p. 1.
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Byrd*s renewed administration was characterised by
improvement upon and continuation of some of those trends
of his former tenure.

However, there were some innovations

both locally and nationally which affected the schools.
Those were the health Improvement of the student, Bible
reading in the school, sex hygiene instruction, and voca
tional training.

Significant trends in the continuation

of his former administration were the establishment of perm
anent city and rural school buildings; teacher Improvement
and curriculum enrichment; and adequate financing.
With a city faculty of forty-five teachers in four
white schools, and with a record enrollment, Byrd began the
school term in Shreveport in September, 1907*^

Overcrowding

was evident in the schools as the new Travis Street School
was not ready for occupancy.

The Travis Street School was

constructed for those children who lived downtown; and it
was also to be used by pupils who resided in Bossier City,
there being no school In that place.5

Actually, the school

term had just gotten underway when Byrd was selected as
parish superintendent.
On January 20, 1908, the Caddo Parish School Board
voted unanimously on the nomination of Clifton Ellis Byrd

**Ibld., September 3» 1907, P* 7.
^Ibid., September 21, 1907, p. 3.
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as superintendent to fill the vacancy created by the resig
nation of Judge J. C. H o n o u r e d

Judge Moncure felt that the

responsibilities of the office were too demanding for a man
his age, and he Joined with the patrons In expressing his
approval of Byrd's acceptance, "No more worthy successor
could have been selected."7

Becoming the eighth superinten

dent since the School Board organised in 1877, Byrd was the
first professional educator to fill the position .8
As superintendent he was ex-offlclo treasurer of the
Board; simultaneously he retained princlpalshlp of the high
school until 1910 and superlntendency of city schools until
1917*

In order to set up a School Board Office, Byrd was

empowered to employ a clerk and name his salary not to ex
ceed $ 100.00 monthly.9

Prom 1908 until his death in 1926 ,

Clifton Byrd remained In the prime leadership position of
the Caddo Parish School System.

I.

CITY SCHOOLS

In 1907i Byrd began working with a nucleus of teachers

8 Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. January 20, 1908.
7The Shreveport Times. January 21, 1908, p. 1.

8Ibid.
9Caddo Parish School Board Minutes, loc. c l t .

housed In a few permanent buildings In the city.

Parkview,

Texarkana— later renamed Line Avenue— and the Travis Street
School, under construction, were the neighborhood schools
rated so highly by the community.

Central School housed both

elementary and high school pupils at the Hope Street loca
tion.

Three small schools In the city were provided for the

Negro pupils.

Byrd was to spend the next nineteen years In

leading the patrons to provide not only comfortable, ade
quate school housing with aesthetic features, but, also, In
attaining high standards of achievement through a broaden
ing curriculum and improved teaching personnel requirements.
Shreveport High School
The need for a new high school building was so urgent
that in April, 1907* local property owners presented a peti
tion to the Police Jury regarding a new high s c h o o l . T h e
petition called for a local election to permit a special
school tax In order to construct a high school building at
a cost of $60 ,000 .00*1
Construction of Shreveport High School.

In June of

1907 the taxpayers of Shreveport gave an almost unanimous

10The Shreveport Times. April 10, 1907, p. 1.
Hlbld.

consent to a special one-mill tax for the purpose of erecting
a new high school building .12

The action was significant In

that it demonstrated the desires of the citizens to provide
first-class high school education for the city school chil
dren.

That the high school possessed quality leadership In

Its principal was substantiated again when the newly appoint
ed State High School Inspector Dr. S. E. Weber reported in
1909 that, "Central High School under Professor Byrd Is a
model institution.wl3
That the construction of the new high school received
no publicity Is noteworthy*

In comparing the construction

with that of the first high school, the bona fide enthusiasm
as evidenced by press reports Is missing.

The first public

mention of the building came when announcement was made for
the cornerstone laying ceremonies.1^

At that time the press

remarked that:
. . . the building will be one of the finest
buildings of Its kind In the South when completed,
and Professor Byrd has made arrangements to have
the cornerstone laid with ceremonies befitting
the occasion.!5

12Ibld., June 12, 1907, p. 2.
13ibid.. January 14, 1910, p. 8.
^ I b l d . , April 8, 1910, p. 4.

!5lbid.
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On April 20, 1910, the cornerstone was laid with
appropriate services conducted by the Masonic L o d g e . ^
The press remarked, "That upon completion the building
would be the best $67 *000.00 building without heating and
pl umbing.^e

heating and plumbing added $ 8 ,950.00 to

the total cost of the building.1®
As the new building was adjacent to Central School
which was to be used solely for the elementary department,
a flag to be shared by the schools was donated by the
Shreveport Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution.

A pine flag pole was erected midway between

the buildings.19
At the reception on September 18, 1910, Superintendent
Byrd voiced the delight of both pupils and teachers over the
school by saying that it was almost perfect In arrange
ments .20

He continued enthusiastically, "The year 1910-11

promises to be the best of any in the history of the parish
schools.

We are greatly encouraged In the great interest

that is being taken by the patrons of the schools .1121
Figure 5 In the Appendix illustrates the Shreveport High
School.

iSlbld.,

April 20, 1910,

p. 5.

iBlbld.,

April 24, 1910,

p. 12.

19lbld.» April 29, 1910,

p. 10.

20Ibld., September 22, 1910, p. 2.

^Ibld.

Sl-Ibid.
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The library that served Central School continued
under the llbrarlanshlp of Mrs. Mattie H. Williams.

As a

member of Hypatia Club, she kept the women Informed on the
needs of the library due to their continuing Interest and
aid In supplying books.

One of the most unusual gifts to

the library soon after Shreveport High School opened was
presented by Hypatia President Mrs. Peter Youree.

She pre

sented a "magnificent edition of Nelson's Loose-Leaf
Encyclopedia *1 to the library.

The works consisted of 12

octavo volumes, full leather plg-skln, 8,400 pages with
colored pictures.

"A handsome oak case accompanied the vol

umes."2^
Thanking Mrs. Youree and Hypatia for the 1,000 vol
umes contributed to the library since its formation, Byrd
confided that,
Without the Interest and aid exerted In be
half of the public schools, the school library
as It stands today, would not exist.
Finer than
any monument It Is a perpetual benefit to the
teachers and the hundreds of pupils who have
access to lt.?3
The new school was the first
a water sterilizer Installed.2**

one in the parish to have

At a cost of $315.00 for the

sterilizer and installation, the plumbing company assured

22ibid.. March 19, 1911, p. 1.
23ibid.
1912.

2**Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. February 14,
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school officials that the water would be safe and uncontami
nated.2-*

The popularity of the sterilizer created a demand

by patrons to have them installed in all city schools.2**
The new building did not alleviate the crowded condi
tions as the Board had hoped.

In February, 1912, a record

enrollment of 1,225 pupils was registered in high school
and Central School.

The enrollment created such a problem

that a temporary classroom was set up in the frame shop
building and used by "Miss Scott's 8b G r a d e . "27
Curriculum.

Principal Byrd was punctual in seeing

that the high school program reached above-minimum standards.
In order to standardize high school credits over the State
of Louisiana, the State Board of Education set up the first
high school standards in 1896 and, thereafter, modified and
increased them.

In 1908, the high school under Principal

Byrd was one of the fifty-four approved in the state and
the only one in Caddo Parish.2®

Being approved meant that

the school offered required courses, met the minimum recita
tion periods, had a nine-months school term, possessed cer
tain laboratory equipment, and met other standards deemed
important for a good schools.

25ibid.

As standards increased over

26Ibid., May 8 , 1912.

27The Shreveport Times, February 7, 1912, p.

2®Robertson, lo c . clt.

the years— such as requiring more teacher preparation— Byrd
saw that the school met with approval.

The curriculum im

proved over the years through the addition of agriculture,
manual training, domestic science, typewriting, and the en
richment of the regular course offerings.2?
A few examples give Insight to other changes that oc
curred In the curriculum.

During World War I, patriotism

prompted the beginning of military training In the high
school.

Studying the value of military training, Byrd and

the Board agreed that it would be conducive to better dis
cipline in the school and would be of great value In the
mental and physical development of the students.30

Thus

followed the establishment of a Junior ROTC program in
Shreveport High School.
The War affected other programs In the school.

For

example, there was a need for widespread information on food
conservation, and it was decreed that the schools were the
appropriate place in which to teach about It*

Pupils In

English classes wrote essays on the conservation of sugar
while pupils in art classes drew posters and cartoons Illus
trating economy In the use of sugar.31

Another program

29interview with Grover C. Koffman, 0£. clt.
30The Shreveport Times* March 5, 1917, p. 5.
31lbld., January 10, 1918, p. 9.
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involved the sale of war-saving and thrift stamps*
Superintendent Byrd was chairman of the committee on the work
In the schools.3 2

Depending heavily upon the aid of the

Negro and white teachers, he encouraged, "The Idea Is to
make the school the center of activities. "33
The high school probably adopted competitive sports
as early as any school In the state.

In 1895» the girls

had fonned a basketball team and were competing with other
schools and teams.31*

Athletic events grew In popularity,

and by 1911 the high school football team had formed and
competed with nearby teams using the field at Centenary
Park.

Further attesting to the growing interest In ath

letics was the formation of the North Louisiana High School
League. 35

Formed to sponsor an interest In organised

sports, the schools represented by their principals in the
Shreveport meeting In 1912 were Minden, Sprlnghlll, Homer,
Athens, Haynesville, Bienville, Arcadia, Wlnnfleld, Haughton,
Benton, Plain Dealing, Mansfield, Grand Cane, Glbsland, and
Shreveport.35
Financial support through fund-raising methods was
the resort of early teams until the expenses were Included
In the school budget.

32ibid.

The first method tried by the boys

33lbld.

34ibid., February 18, 1895, p. 5.
35lbld., January 7, 1912, p. 17.

36ibid.

was an entertainment of music and a minstrel show given in
1912 when a notable door receipt was taken.37

By 1915 the

Athletic Association, comprised of the high school student
body to support competitive sports, was in the throes of a
financial panic.

As a result of the Association being in

solvent for three years, an indebtedness of $ 1 ,200.00 ac
crued. 3®

Several plans were devised to bring in revenue.

One was a contract with Saenger Amusement Company for the
sale of theater tickets, a liberal percentage of the sale
price being returned to the Athletic Association.39

Real

help came only after the newly formed Parent-Teachers
Association of the high school supported the high school
Association.

Their first fund-raising event was a success

ful rook party and dance held at the fashionable Hotel
Youree .1*0
The Shreveport High School Yellow Jacket basketball
and baseball teams continued with good spirits and winning
teams and in the 1920 's won a long series of state champion
ships .1*1
That the patrons were interested in a broadened cur
riculum is attested by many references.

Mrs. Frances

37lbid.. March 17, 1912, p. 17.
38lbid., February 5, 1915, p. 3.
39ibld.

**°Ibld.. April 9, 1915, p. 6 .

1*1Ibld.. April 20, 1924, p. 12.

Shuttleworth, of Shreveport and Education Chairman of the
Louisiana Federation of Womenfs Clubs, was active with posi
tive suggestions that it was felt would lead to Improvement.
To cite one example of the groups' Interest was a letter
they sent to Byrd in 1913 .^

The letter requested that he

and the Board consider vocational and educational guidance
in the high school.

Their detailed proposal Included the

appointment by the Superintendent of a local commission com
posed of seven men and women.

The commission would study

local, economic, social, and Industrial conditions and sug
gest ways the school may better meet local needs.

The com

mission would be charged specifically with correlating the
number of school dropouts with "the opportunities for voca
tional education and a curriculum to begin vocational educa
tion."1^

That their suggestion led to vocational guidance

is not known for the records do not mention the matter.
Mrs. Shuttleworth, representing the Women's Clubs,
suggested that the curriculum be changed, also, through the
teaching of sex hygiene in the local high school.

The first

reference found on the topic was a letter she wrote to
Superintendent Harris of the State Department of Education .1*11

**2lbld.. March 22, 1913, p. 5.

^ Ibld.

^ L e t t e r from Frances Shuttleworth to T. H. Harris,
December 28, 1911, State Department of Education Files,
Department of Archives, Louisiana State University.

Requesting In her letter that the schools begin sex hygiene
Instruction, Harris refused to countenance the suggestion
with the retort that "any attempt.

. . Is unthinkable."1^

The first record indicating that Byrd became Involved In a
sex hygiene study was at the Louisiana State Teachers
Association Convention In 1914. 1,8

At that meeting he was

appointed to the Sex Hygiene Department and charged with
investigsfing social problems and reporting the findings
to the Association . ^

No other record Is available to show

that the topic became important again during Byrd's career.
Personnel of Shreveport High School.

Prom the begin

ning of Byrd's association with Caddo schools, the Board had
granted him unlimited authority in securing and hiring teach
ers.

Byrd selected as carefully as he could In the framework

In which the schools were operative the most qualified teach
ers available.

His careful screening of teaching personnel

resulted in his continuous praise for his "strong faculties."
Prom 1907 until 1910, Byrd had been principal of the
high school, relieving himself of the responsibility in 1910

^ L e t t e r from T. H. Harris to Prances Shuttleworth,
January 1, 1912, State Department of Education Piles,
Department of Archives, Louisiana State University.
^ The Shreveport Times. April 16 , 1914, p. 7.
47ibid.

**8Ibld., September 17, 1911, p. 1.
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when P. T. Hedges was hired as principal.^9

Byrd worked

closely with Hedges and succeeding principals to maintain
an high-calibre faculty.

An example of the personnel that

Byrd wanted, and so often contracted, Is revealed by two
teachers who were hired In 1912.5°

Byrd selected 0. C.

Huckaby as principal of the high school, the position hav
ing been left vacant due to Hedge's resignation.

A native

of Red River Parish, Huckaby came to the Caddo Parish School
System from Louisiana State University where he had been an
assistant mathematics Instructor.

His education Included

study at Louisiana State University, a Rhodes scholar with
three years study at Oxford University and the University
of London.51

P. W. Buckhaltz was hired as mathematics teach

er that year.

Buckhaltz was a graduate of the University of

Florida, and, too, was a Rhodes scholar.52
Phenomenal growth In the high school enrollment added
to the problem of securing qualified teachers.

In 1919» a

faculty of sixteen teachers effectively staffed the school
with 372 pupils enrolled.

In 1924, a faculty of fifty-six

teachers worked with 1,793 pupils. 53

With the increasing

certification requirements and with Byrd's demanding criteria

**9caddo Parish School Board Minutes, July 10, 1910.
5°The Shreveport Times, August 8 , 1912, p. 10.

51lbld.

52ibid.

53lbld., August 17, 1924, p. 4.
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by which he measured a teacher,5^ it can be concluded that
the Shreveport High School faculty was capable and highly
effective.
Those Interviewed for this study occasionally re
ferred to the Importance of the Janitor at the high school.
Indicated In Chapter III was Byrd's reliance upon the school
Janitor for many undefined duties.

One Janitor of long-time

service at Central and Shreveport High Schools was John
Booth.

A native of Ireland, the Janitor served the high

school until his death In 1913*55

An editorial described

both Booth's relationship with the pupils and his temper
ament, " . . .

showed his righteous wrath and Indignation

at times when they ^students 7 trespassed on the janitor's
preserves and otherwise annoyed him."58
Cafeteria*

In 1915 the Parent-Teachers Association

of Central School and the high school petitioned the Board
to open a school cafeteria.57

Their demand was based upon

the lack of adequate food service at the school:

5^Interview with Mrs. Lula H. DeWitt, 0£. clt.
55The Shreveport Times. February 17, 1913, p. 12.

56Ibid.
57 caddo Parish School Board Minutes, January 16, 1915.
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Children have had to depend on the varloua lunch
vendors who line up at the Texas Avenue entrance
to the school grounds each day at noon and gather
In the nickels and dimes for all sorts of dust
covered sandwiches, hamburgers, and other con
coctions that are neither palatable, wholesome
or nutritious.
Some have become 111.58
An empty brick building adjacent to the school grounds
was rented for the cafeteria.

Mrs. Henry Hawkins, a matron

for several years at the Louisiana State Normal, was hired
as cafeteria manager.59

Under her supervision, the building

was equipped and readied for service.

Lunches varied from

five cents to twenty-five cents depending upon desserts or
ices purchased by the student.

In a self-sustaining opera

tion, Mrs. Hawkins served the majority of the 1,200 student
body In lunch shifts.

The cafeteria served the school ade

quately for a number of years until a cafeteria was installed
in the high school building .60
Mrs. Hawkins* first weekly report showed that 3,465
lunches were served.

The only opposition came from the ham

burger and bologna vendors who were forced out of busi
ness.

S^The Shreveport Times. January 17, 1915, p. 7.
^9Ibid.

6 oIbld.
6llbld.t February 9, 1915, p. 10.
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Discipline.

Discipline problems were rarely serious

enough to be published In the local newspapers or Included
In the School Board Minutes.

A few oases during Byrd*s

career seem to be significant, however.

An Incident In 1915

caused Superintendent Byrd to ban haslng at the high school.^2
For years the Incoming freshmen were Initiated by running
through a belt line.

This practice had been carried to the

extreme by Initiating each class below down to the primary.
The climax occurred when a student was injured as he ran into
a boy holding an open knife with which he was defending him
self against three older pupils.*>3

Although his wound was

trivial, Byrd refused to permit hazing thereafter.
Reported dice playing at the high school occurred Im
mediately after the hazing Incident.6ft

Investigating the dice

playing rumor, Byrd was reluctant to believe that It was true
and was Inclined rather to accept It as a hoax.
"Dice shaking was common about Shreveport."65

Nevertheless,
Explaining his

investigation to the Parent-Teachers Association of the high
school, Byrd also reported on the vandalism among lower grades
in the high school building declaring that, "Something must

62Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. February 4, 1915.
63?he Shreveport Times. February ft, 1915* p. 3.

6 ftCaddo Parish School Board Minutes. March 26, 1915.
65ihe Shreveport Times. March 26, 1915* P- 6 .
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be done to It if the beauty of the high school building is
to be c o n s e r v e d . D e p r e d a t i o n s enumerated by Byrd were:
ripping veneer from the furniture, cutting the desks, mark
ing the walls and writing Indecent sentences on the chalk
boards, on the walls and in the toilets.

"Unless parents

correct their vandallstlc propensities,” declared Byrd, "they
will be refused admission into the schools."*>7
From 1913 until 1924 the School Board received an
occasional letter or complaint concerning corporal punishment
in the schools.

The Board refused to take a positive stand

until the issue became heated in 1924.

Members were rather

evenly divided on the question of permitting or not permitting
corporal punishment in the schools.
ed his assent for punishment.

Byrd had already express

C. C. Whlsenhunt, Superinten

dent of City Schools, declared that discipline is the para
mount question in schools and "abolishing corporal punishment
in Hew York City schools has proved for the worse ."88

By a

close vote of five to four the Board agreed to permit the
continuance of corporal punishment in the schools.^9

66lbld.

67ibid.
68Ibid., March 19, 1924, p. 1.
89caddo Parish School Board Minutes, March 18, 1924.

Junior high school opened.

In 1915* Byrd approached

the Board with a plan for establishing a Junior high school.
His plan called for the eliminating of Central Grammar
School and using the building for a Junior high school.

Al

though Junior high schools were In an embryonic stage In
American education, the Board approved and adopted Byrd's
plan, a plan which showed his vision in keeping pace with
what he felt was best for Caddo schools .?0

The first meas

ure taken was departmentalized Instruction In the eighth
grade beginning with the spring semester, February 1, 1915 .?1
Although Junior high school recognition occurred officially,
the enrollment was always Included In the high school or ele
mentary enrollment so the size of the student body up to

1926 Is unknown.
In 1916 when Shreveport population was Increasing
rapidly, Principal Bogard of the high school suggested the
use of the Gary Plan as a solution to the classroom short
age.

Passions were exhibited over the suggestion and,

apparently, the plan was dropped tentatively .?2

In 192M,

however, the Junior and senior high schools went on half
day schedules while the Junior high school building was

?°Ibid,, January 8 , 1915.
?1The Shreveport Times. February 1, 1915, p. 5.
72ibid.. April 12, 1916, p. 20.
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being renovated.73

The controversy over the renovation

Is discussed In the following section.
An unusual experience Byrd faced with some Junior high
school boys occurred In 1919 when some of them were deter
mined to celebrate Armistice Day.

Appearing before Superin

tendent Byrd seeking permission to absent themselves from
school In order to parade, the boys were refused permission.7**
Pilled with patriotic verve, nevertheless, they decided to
parade and take "their medicine If declared wrong."75

Parade

downtown they did carrying small flags, discharging fire
crackers and toy pistols.

Considered strikers, they were

punished because of the rebellious and undisciplined spirit
displayed by some of the leaders.

Their punishment was re

maining four hours after school, writing a theme on "Good
Studentship," and being lectured on discipline.76
In 1924, the Junior high school building— the original
high school building in the city— was condemned and ordered
vacated.77

one condition which angered the building inspec

tors was finding the fire escapes padlocked.

Byrd and a com

mittee of the Board studied the building In order to deter-

73Caddo Parish School Board Minutes, March 12, 1924.
7^Ibld.. November 11, 1919.
75The Shreveport T i m e s , November 13* 1919* P* 4.
76ibld.
77caddo Parish School Board Minutes. October 10, 1924.
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mine If it should be demolished.78

The committee found that

the building would be structurally safe If repaired.

Pro

fessor Byrd pointed out that the manner of construction,
built on a unit plan each unit having four solid brick walls,
precluded a possibility of collapse of the structure.

School

patrons appeared at the committee hearing demanding that the
building be demolished.79

The controversy became so heated

that one patron was told that he would be ejected from the
hearing room If he did not quiet down.

It was decided, con

cluding the issue, that the building was to be demolished
at the end of the school term. 8°
High school distinctions.

Not only did the Shreveport

and Central High School buildings win acclaim from educators
across the State of Louisiana for their architecture but for
their being especially designed to contribute to good learn
ing situations.

There were other distinctions In the high

school program which have not been mentioned.
The first yearbook of the high school was published
In 1 9 1 3 * ^

Named the Pusher. it commemorated, and continues

to do so, the Caddo oil field whose early wells were brought
In as uncontrolled gushers of oil.

Symbolically, the gushers

represented wealth to the school through taxes.

78lbld., November 12, 1924.

79lbid.

80The Shreveport Times. November 13* 1924, p. 1.

8lIbld.. May 20, 1913, p. 7.
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By the tine Shreve Memorial Library opened in March,
1924, the high school band had organised and performed at the
dedication ceremonies.

The thirty-member band was unique as

"the only school In the state with a b a n d ."®2
Another distinction went to Shreveport High School In
1924 when the largest graduating class In Its history was
awarded diplomas.

The 249 graduates set another record by

being one of the largest graduating classes in the South.®3
Other City Schools
All the city schools, except the high school, had been
under the administration of a City Superintendent since Byrd
was appointed to that position In 1893*

This structure en

abled the coordination of the school program and under Byrd
It became the medium for Improving teaching personnel.

Bet

ter educated teachers were attracted to the city schools be
cause the pay was higher than the pay in the rural schools .®11
Byrd was a demanding supervisor regularly visiting
classrooms in order to help develop and improve the teach
ers. ®5

When the U. S. Office of Education reported that a

teacher can instruct thirty pupils, Byrd was quick to retort

®2Ibid., March 23, 1924, p. 22 .

83lbld.. May 25, 1924, p. 12.
®**Interview with Mrs. Lula H. DeWltt, oj>. cit.
®5lnterview With Mrs. Mary Lou R. Sibley, o£. c i t .
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Caddo teachers can easily Instruct forty pupils each .86
When E. Weldon Jones became Assistant Parish Superintendent
and Rural Inspector In 1911, Byrd began to give more concert
ed attention to city supervision.

Relieved somewhat by a

lessened work load, he requested that all city principals
submit to him a monthly report on each teacher.87

This was

a significant measure In creating a more effective teaching
force.
In 1916 the Parent-Teachers Association recommended
to the Board that a City Superlntendency be created.

Byrd

had filled the dual roles of both parish and city superin
tendents since 1908.

The reasoning of the Association was

that the city had grown to such proportions as to demand some
forward step, and that the duties of the parish superinten
dent were so numerous and pressing that he was overworked.
No doubt they were correct In their Inferences.

The Board,

anxious to protect Byrd, charged that in the recommendation
a personality was involved, some believing that it was a veil
ed attack on Byrd. 88

The women contended that the superinten

dent's time was monopolized by business of the schools and
that the scholastic phase suffered.89

in defense, the State

Board of Education proclaimed that the Caddo Parish School

8&The Shreveport Times, December 16, 1909, p. 1.
87caddo Parish School Board Minutes, September 13, 1911*
88The Shreveport Times, July 4, 1916, p. 9.
89jbld., October 10, 1916, p. 1.
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System nls second to none In the state."9®
The Board finally conceded and A. J. Caldwell was ap
pointed City Superintendent in 1917*93-

The Board, seeking

to assist Byrd in another way, purchased for his use a Ford
automobile for $555*00.92

Formerly Byrd had depended upon

his horse and buggy In visiting city schools and trains and
liveries for visiting rural schools.

Albert, the high school

Janitor, became his chauffeur.93
School construction and fire safety.

The permanent

schools in Shreveport had been designed for use, but no
thought had been given to fire safety until March, 1908.9**
At that time, Fire Chief O'Brien condemned all Shreveport
school buildings.
Ohio.95

The alarm stemmed from a tragic fire in

The building committee of the Board immediately

ordered fire escapes to be placed in the school buildings. 98
Byrd issued a public letter to President of the School Board
Leon R. Smith hoping to quell the panic overcoming the par
ents.

He reiterated that the schools had ample exits to

allow the withdrawal of students even without fire escapes.

9°The Shreveport Times. October 10, 1916, p. 1.
93-Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. June 13, 1917*
92Ibid., June 12, 1918.

93ibid.

9**The Shreveport Times. March 11, 1908, p. 3.

95ibld.
96caddo Parish School Board Minutes. March 12, 1908.
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Fire drills were Initiated for the first time In the schools,
and, In order to lift the condemned ban, all doors In the
schools were changed to open outward.97
Byrd further elaborated upon the Issue.

Describing

the largest school, Central, he explained that the room
size and stairways provided orderly and swift evacuation.
The type of heating was by hot air furnace heated with gas,
and It was considered a safe way of heating.98

The school

even had Its own electric generator to furnish 110 volts for
the school.99

Superintendent Byrd faced many kinds of prob

lems, but this one was an emergency that he had to handle
promptly.
In 1910 the superintendent called the attention of
the Board to the needs of the city schools.

The result was

the expansion of school facilities in the city.

Increased

population In West Shreveport led to the construction of
Queensboro School which was to house four hundred pupils .100
In 1912, plans were made for erecting Alexander School In
the Highland area, one of the six school buildings approved
or constructed that year in the parish .101

After Alexander

97The Shreveport Times, March 11, 1908, p. 3.

98Ibid.

99ibid.

IQOlbld.. July 23* 1911, p. 7.
lOllbld., March 15, 1912, p. 6 .
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school opened, complaints about Inadequate heat became num
erous.

Byrd was an administrator who felt that no problem

was too Insignificant to ask for his help ,*02 so he person
ally placed thermometers In each classroom instructing the
teachers on how to regulate the room temperature. 103
But the building program of Caddo Parish was
destined to have Its reverses. Because of the
shock of the World War and because of the dull
bond market following the war, the building pro
gram of the entire State was Interrupted.
But
the school Interest and the continued growth of
school personnel did not lag. Thus, school facil
ities did not keep pace with school enrollment .*04
Although it was necessary to guard closely the school
finances, the Board as an emergency measure erected frame
cottages at various city schools.

Far from being adequate,

the students referred to them as "shacks."*°5

Eight one-

room buildings were erected at Barret School on Leander
Street.

A former teacher there related that the shacks

were cold and admitted rain around the windows and doors.
The situation went unnoticed until Superintendent B y r d ’s
attention was directed to it via Albert, the janitor.

The

102Interview with Mrs. Mary Lou R. Sibley, o£. cit.
10^The Shreveport Times. January 14, 1915, p. 2.

104currie, 0£. cit.. p. 29.
l°5interview with Mrs. Lula H. DeWitt, oj>. cit.
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next morning when the teacher reported to her classroom
she found Superintendent Byrd and Albert Installing two
heaters In each "shack" and making necessary weather strip
ping repairs.

In gratitude, her students wrote thank-you

letters to Byrd.

His tenderness showed through with tears

when he remarked that those were the first thank-you letters
he had ever received from a class .108
School construction lagged throughout the years.

In

1922, Superintendent Byrd accepted for the Board eleven new
buildings from over the parish In addition to those under
construction.

Even though an emergency existed for space,

the permanent buildings were constructed to be used for
generations.

Take for example the South Highlands School

which opened in 1 9 2 2 . The brick and stone exterior har
monized with the general architecture of the neighborhood.
Features of the school plant included space for 400 pupils,
a modern refrigeration plant, steam heating and a vacuum
cleaning plant; cloak rooms, teachers' lockers; built-in
bookcases; slate boards and balanced ventilating windows .^-88
Among the school buildings that were completed within

lo 6Ibid.
10?The Shreveport Times, April 23» 1922, p. 11.
lo8Ibid.
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the City of Shreveport In 1923 and 1924 were Creswell Street
School, erected at a cost of $200,000; Claiborne School coat
ing $1^0,000; improvements to schools Included the Cedar
Grove annex, by then In the city, built at a cost of $150,000
and the Queensboro addition, which cost $225,000.109

Build

ings erected In 1924 and 1925 were the Louisiana Avenue
School, at a cost of $225 ,000, the Alexander annex, at a cost
of $ 90 ,000 , and the Parkview annex, at a cost of $60, 000 .
However, the crowning achievement In the building program dur
ing the administration of Clifton Byrd was the construction
of C. E. Byrd High School, and a special section on the con
struction and dedication of the school is included In this
chapter.
Changes In school policy.

In order to effect a better

educational system, the Board evaluated current practices as
it considered necessary changes.

A few of the changes in

school policy pertinent to city schools Illustrate, In a
measure, the variety of decisions the Board made.
In 1908, there began a movement of Shreveport popula
tion Into suburbs.

Often a school waB not provided In the

suburbs for several years which resulted in a need for pupil
transportation.

Byrd gave serious attention to the use of

wagonettes operated by the School Board In those areas not

109currie, o£. c i t .. p. 31*

H Q lbid.
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serviced by city transportation .111

The wagonettes were

wagons In which benches had been Installed and a tarpaulin
cover attached for the protection of the riders, and was
drawn by mules or horses.

A photograph of one of the wagon

ettes will be found In Figure 6 of the Appendix.

That

wagonettes were adopted for use In the city Is shown In the
October, 1908, Board Minutes. "Secure another conveyance in
Shreveport on same route."112

Again in 1910 reference was

made about the wagonettes In the city, " . . .

two school

wagons which haul pupils from Midway and Fairfield sections
«113
Maintaining district lines in the city was another
problem confronting the Board.

The city school districts

enabled the Board to control attendance at the city schools
and maintain as equitable balance In enrollment as was pos
sible.

By 1910, the Board had to decree that transfers by

pupils within the city were invalid unless properly written
and signed by the teachers.11**

In appraising school policy,

the Board in 1911 began to enforce new attendance regula
tions in the city.

Pupils were not to be excused during

111Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. April 8 , 1908.

112Ibld., October 12, 1908.
113The Shreveport Times. September 18, 1910, p. 1.
11**Ibld., December 2, 1910, p. 3.
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school hours to attend theaters, social functions, or to
take private music lessons.

Pupils were permitted to go

home for lunch, however, If time p e r m i t t e d . * ^
When the Board decided to regulate the practice of
soliciting from school pupils, an explosive Issue occurred.
In establishing a policy on soliciting, the Board's Inten
tion was to stop the practice of soliciting pupils for the
purpose of buying floral offerings and presents.11^

Misin

terpreting the policy, the opposition was loud In Its pro
test.

Citing the effect of the policy, they argued that

school costs would Increase when the Board had to purchase
needed equipment, library books and supplies, or else the
pupils would suffer due to a lack of those t h i n g s . T h a t
school tablets and pencils had been purchased in quantity
and sold at cost to the pupils resulting in savings to them
constituted another argument.I1®

The elementary pupils had

paid one cent yearly for the purchase of paste.

The argu

ment over one cent may seem superficial now, but it caused
one of the strongest arguments found in the records.^ 9

H S ibid., September 17* 1911* p. 1*
ll^caddo Parish School Board Minutes. January 10,
1915.
13-?The Shreveport Times, January 9, 1915, p. 3.
ll 8Ibld.
l ^ c a d d o Parish School Board Minutes. loc. c i t .
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The opposition felt that the policy struck hardest
at Miss Hattie Schuster's kindergarten.

Their activities

Involved kind and charitable deeds, and those, It was inter
preted, would have to cease .120

Clarifying its position,

the Board made it clear that any solicitation would be per
mitted If permission was secured from the Superintendent .121
Supervised play: health and hygiene.

Supervised play

was Instituted as a part of the curriculum in Shreveport
schools in 1 9 1 3 . When Superintendent Byrd announced the
recreation program, he asserted:
The movement will head up in great public dis
play In which all the schools will take part. We
expect to show the public at this time, In a most
convincing manner the great value and popularity
of the new feature.
To put this plan into practice Is no small under
taking; there are many boys and a lack of instruc
tors.
The school yards are not all equipped for
organized play, but the need for better super
vision of the recess period Is so great that an
attempt will be made to do creditable work even
with the handicaps in evidence.1«3
Planned activities Included athletics, acrobatic
stunts, games, outings and other forms of recreation.

120The Shreveport Times. January 9, 1915, p. 3.
^ l Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. loc. cit.

122Ibld., April 16, 1913.
123The Shreveport Times. October 10, 1912, p. 12.
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Teachers volunteered to help Nr* Bretthauer, the YMCA In
structor who arranged supervised recreation periods In each
city school once every two weeks.121*

Bretthauer*s schedule

for one week appeared thusly:
Monday:
6t h , 7th, and 8th grades, Central School
Tuesday:
4th and 5th grades, Central School
Wednesday:
1st, 2nd and 3rd grades, Central School
Thursday:
3rd and 4th grades, Line Avenue School
Friday:
1st and 2nd grades, Line Avenue School12?
With a supervised recreational program, the Board
found It mandatory to provide both playground space and
equipment.12**

The patrons cooperated In fund-raising activ

ities to secure the equipment while the Board worked toward
a desired two-acre playground for each school.127
Superintendent Byrd had scarcely entered into his
office in 1908 when he introduced sanitary Inspection of
Caddo Parish schools.12®

In March he and Dr. Ashton

Blanchard began a monthly Inspection of sanitary conditions
of school buildings, especially the city school buildings,
while Dr. Blanchard examined the pupils.

Byrd recognized

the health of the child as an Important factor In learning,

12 **Ibid.

125ibld.

!26caddo Parish School Board Minutes. April 6 , 1913.
127The Shreveport Times. May 11, 1912, p. 8 .
12®Caddo Parish School Board Minutes, March 18, 1908.
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but he and medical authorities regarded the inspection essen
tial to the health of the city.

Establishing the inspection,

the press reported, "Shreveport will be the first city in
Louisiana and one of the first in the South to establish the
system of inspection."1^
The inspection was followed by lectures at the high
school by local doctors.

They emphasized the proper care of

eyes and teeth, better sanitation and methods of preventing
diseases as they spoke to all city school pupils.130

Further

emphasizing health and hygiene, Byrd notified all teachers
in January, 1909* that the Caddo Parish Board of Health was
cooperating in the prevention of disease by setting up a
plan for vaccination of all school children. 13 1

All medical

services including the fitting of eye glasses and dental
service were free if the child could not pay therefor .132
As a followup study on the movement in 1923* It was
shown that the pupils were still being examined for health
improvement.133

Of 3*983 students examined at that time,

129The Shreveport Times, March 19* 1908, p. 2.
13°ibid., March 22, 1908, p. 8 .
131caddo Parish School Board Minutes, February 8 ,
1909.
132The Shreveport T i m e s . October 19* 1912, p. 10.

133ibld.. February M, 1923, p. 1.
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2,932 pupils showed defects of eyes, teeth or throat.

Dr.

W. J. S&ndldage, Director of the Parish Health Unit, cau
tioned, "I wish to point out the seriousness of these de
fects, and the Importance of having them corrected early.
. . have a tendency to make a child dull and stupid."^3^
Prayer and Bible reading.

For the first time in his

career Superintendent Byrd was faced with a petition In 1912
to permit prayers in public schools.

Following the Christmas

holidays that year, he received a petition bearing nearly
300 names of members of the local chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution and other names they Included.^35
It was a matter that contained itself almost wholly to the
city schools in Shreveport.

In reply to their request for

prayers In the local schools, Byrd strongly worded his re
tort:
. . . Professor Byrd. . . said that since he had
been connected with the schools no devotional exer
cises have ever been held in them and that it was
unconstitutional to do so.136
His reply to the petitioning chapter did not solve
the problem.

Subsequently, a petition from various organi

zations In the city asked that dally Bible reading be Intro-

l ^ ibld.

136it>id.

135Ibld. * December 31, 1912, p. 7
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duced In the schools.137

The petition was followed by one

that opposed the proposed Introduction of Bible reading in
the public schools.138

The Board disagreed^over the matter

and finally consented to the pressures for prayer and Bible
reading.

Their decision resulted in a restraining order

served both on the Board and Superintendent Byrd. *39

S. L,

Herald et al vs. Parish School Board was an injunction suit
to restrain the Board from enforcing its resolution for Bible
reading in the schools. 11,0
J. P. Means, Board member from Ida, missed his return
train home due to the lengthy Board session on the Bible read
ing controversy.*1*!

Means believed that the matter should be

settled by a decision of the State Board of Education.

He

had voted for the proposal "as the people of his section were
so strongly in favor of the resolution."***2
As the controversy raged during February and March,
1913, letters from Shreveporters were shuttled to
Superintendent T. H. Harris over the issue.

A. W. Turner,

a Negro principal, wrote asking Harris whether or not it was
permissible to read the King James version of the Bible in

*37caddo Parish School Board Minutes, February 12,
1913.
138The Shreveport Times, March 4, 1913* P* 3.
139ibld., March 13, 1913, p. 8 .
****Ibid.

11,2Ibid.

l^I b i d .
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the classroom.

Harris replied that the law Is silent, but

where there Is an objection It Is best that religion be kept
as much as possible out of the public schools.^**3
Religious leaders sent In their letters which also
expressed opposition to prayer and Bible reading In the class
room.

Harris, realising the pressure that Byrd was under,

wrote to him relating that the State Board of Education had
never authorized the use of Bible reading and the Lord's
Prayer in the classroom and "Caddo Board should not Intro
duce it."11***

The following comment Is an attempt to explain

to Harris the gist of the problem:

"...

Insists that It

Is un-American to say anything about the Christian Religion
and that this Is no Christian country.

. . .

The court injunction settled the controversy legally
whether or not it dissolved personality differences that
were entwined in the issue.
Negro schools.

Except for statistical data, infor

mation on the Negro schools in the city, and the parish also,
is extremely limited.

Up to 1910, the Board had helped the

three, small, struggling schools in the city by encouraging

l**3correspondence, February and March, 1913* State
Department of Education Files, Department of Archives,
Louisiana State University.
li(1,Ibid.

1J*5ibid.
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Improvement In the teaching personnel and by a modicum of
Improvement In the school housing.

That the Negroes

comprised up to thirty-three per cent of the population
and simultaneously supported the schools with so little tax
money was one obstacle that had to be overcome before real
help was forthcoming . ^

Nevertheless, the Negro teaching

force expanded at the same rate as the white personnel, both
tripling In size by 1 9 2 ^ . ^ ®

However, Caddo Parish lagged

In providing adequate school plants for the Negro until after
World War II.
In 1911 an urgent cry arose asking for help In pro
viding Negro schools In Shreveport.

M. L. Collins, principal

of the West End School, conferred with Byrd about the need.
Approximately 2,000 Negro children could not attend Bchool
due to a lack of space.

Collins' belief was strongly ex

pressed when he declared, "They are Idle and thus growing
up In Ignorance and will be a curse to the city, parish,
state, and to our race."1^9

The Colored School Improvement

Association was thus created, Its main purpose being the
raising of money with which to buy school sites.

In two

^ 6 Caddo Parish School Board Minutes, November 9*
1910 , and January 13 , 1^15.
l ^ I n t e r v i e w with Mrs. Ella Dingle Hicks, 0£. c i t .
1^8currie, oj>. cit., p. 52.
i ^ T h e Shreveport Times, January 2, 1911, p. 2.
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years the donations from both Negro and white donors had
reached $ 3 ,800 .00 .*50

improvements and beautification

were thus made in three school sites, furnishings purchased,
and, at Byrd's suggestion, the addition of "expert teachers
In domestic science and wood-work."151
Apparently, the Association was abandoned thereafter.
A deplorable condition was found later at the Stoner Hill
School.

Three teachers were teaching 250 pupils In three,

poorly ventilated rooms with Inadequate equipment.

Byrd and

a Board committee were selected by the Board to Investigate
further the situation and take necessary steps to relieve the
condition .152

C. mE.
«m
mm

Byrd High School
The crowning achievement in the building program dur

ing Byrd's administration was the high school constructed
on Line Avenue and named in honor of him.

In January, 1923,

the Board purchased a ten-acre tract of land in the Bon Air
Subdivision for the construction of a new high school.

A

bargain price of $110,000.00, the vendor Justin Gras donated
$10,000.00 to the

B o a r d . ^53

in March the contract was let for

ISOlbld.. June 3, 1912, p. 2.

1^ 1Ibid.
152cafla0 parish School Board Minutes. January 13* 1915.
153ibid.. January 10, 1923.
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a $ 77^, 000.00 plant, the price excluding furnishings .154
Superintendent Byrd, Grover C. Koffman, principal of the
high school since 1919* and the architects had travelled
over the South studying sohool plants in order to incorpo
rate the best ideas Into the building.155

The new plant

Included a spacious cafeteria, an Indoor swimming pool,
a gymnasium, laboratories, rest rooms, offices, a 2 ,000seat auditorium acoustically equipped, a library and
sixty-one classrooms, all under a single roof. *56
The laying of the cornerstone was an impressive cere
mony.

The Masonic Lodge presided while the El Karubah band

furnished music.

Byrd always made brief but appropriate

remarks on such occasions.

At that one he declared, "this

is the greatest moment of my life.

. . there shall never be

an action of mine that will make one blush for the name that
is on this stone."*57

into the cornerstone Byrd placed a

letter, current coins, a Bible, a vial of oil and a boll
weevil.

Miss Ruth Patton, his secretary, explained that

the objects were collected by Byrd to symbolize the spirit
ual, industrial, and agricultural life of the community .*58

IS^Xbld., March 9, 1923.

*55interview with Grover C. Koffman, 0£. cit.

156ibid.
157The Shreveport Times. October 4, 1924, p. 1.
158«Quarter Century of C. E. Byrd," loc. cit.
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Byrd read to the assemblage the letter he placed In
the cornerstone.

Here Is Its message:

To those who shall find this paper and shall read
this message, Greeting:
With reverence for God and love for mankind, this mes
sage Is Intended for those unknown of the future who
shall find It sealed In the heart of this stone. May
this message remain long unread.
The cornerstone of this building was laid on the third
day of October, 1924, A. D. under the auspices of the
Ancient Free and Accepted Masons by authority of the
Grand Chapter of Louisiana.
By official act of the Caddo Parish School Board this
building was named the C. E. Byrd High School In honor
of the present parish Superintendent of Schools, who
has for thirty-two years been devoting his life and
labors to the training of the childhood of Caddo Parish.

The population of school district number one of Caddo
Parish, Louisiana, is approximately 65»000 and the
assessed valuation of all taxable property therein
Is for the year 1923, $98,000,000.
Believing that permanent progress Is based on enlight
ened minds, healthy bodies, honest principles, high
moral character, and a due regard for the rights of
others, the citizens of school district number one
generously and by their votes legally recorded sup
plied the funds for the erection of this building
out of materials suited to resist the destruction
of flame and withstand the gnawing teeth of time.
Thousands of youths will annually come under the whole
some Influences of this Institution, then mix and
mingle with the life of succeeding generations, some
will aid In safeguarding their liberties, and some
will contribute to the steady advancement of the state
and nation.
When this message will have been read, those who
planned and provided this building, and Its opportu
nities will have returned to mother earth, but their
deeds will, it Is hoped, continue to live In the
hearts of worthy men and women.
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May blessings rest on those who contributed to the
realisation of this enterprise and a salutation is
extended to those of their living worthy descendents.
Should this building ever be rased may a more stately
edifice take its place.
Por the information of the unknown reader, the writer
will state that in this year of our Lord, 192**, almost
all the nations of the earth are in a state of in
ternal strain and external stress.
Burdened with
debt and weakened by a decimated population as a re
sult of the World War, 1914 to 1918, universal peace
is still a chimera and a dream.
Men have in the year 1924 circumvented the globe In
airplanes.
Automobiles propelled by gasoline are
fast superseding beast-drawn vehicles and Implements.
The natural resources of coal, oil and water power
are now largely owned and operated by corporations
and private Individuals.
Lands, habitable, though
extended by drainage and irrigation, are now becom
ing scarce and high.
Destructive diseases among vegetable, brute and human
life is gradually being combatted and conquered.
Cancer is still killing people by thousands and
tuberculosis, the Qreat White Plague, is still the
terror of the race.
May enlightened minds reign supreme over all matter
and may peace and happiness be the heritage of each
and all.
Respectfully,
C. E. BYRD
Parish Superintendent of Public Schools.
Shreveport, La., October 3, 1924.159

159The Shreveport Times. October 4, 1924, p. 1.
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The dedication ceremonies were held In September,
1 9 2 5 . Planning the ceremony, Byrd wrote to James B,
Aswe11:
We have the dedication of the C. E. Byrd High
School on September 15* On the stage with me will
be a representative of each graduating class from
1894 to 1925 Inclusive, men and women who were
trained up under me personally or under my admini
stration* The building is a fine one and one of
which all of our people jire proud.
Figure 7 in the Appendix Is a view of C. E. Byrd High
School.
II.

RURAL SCHOOLS

Caddo rural schools seem to have been no different
In 1908 than those in any other parish of the State of
Louisiana for In the seven rural wards there were thirtynine rural schools.

Yet, two out of every three educables

lived outside Shreveport, and those who attended school were
attending for the most part In the one- and two-room
schools. ^ 2

One of the great deterrents of rural school

progress was the condition of the public roads.

Caddo Parish

began the Qood Roads Movement as early as any parish in the
State of Louisiana, and the result is seen in school consoll■ datlon of rural schools.

1^°Ibid., September 15, 1925, p. 1.
iSlAswell (James B . , and Family) Papers. Department of
Archives, Louisiana State University.

I62currie, oj>. clt., p. 56.
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Another deterrent was a sound plan of financing which
was overcome through districting and self-imposed taxation
for school construction purposes.
School consolidation.

Once Byrd assumed his duties as

parish-wide administrator for schools, he immediately apprais
ed the rural schools.

Familiar with all the rural schools

and rural people because of having traveled with the former
superintendents in an effort to elicit school patronage, he
was in a position to form some concrete plans for Improvement.
The plans were directed first toward school consolidation
which was possible only when the patrons agreed and when
roads fostered it.1^3

The first record of consolidation oc

curred in November, 1908.

At that time Superintendent Byrd

closed the small school at Harts Ferry in Ward Two and es
tablished a wagonette line to transport the children to
Vivian.

An extra teacher was employed in the Vivian school

to take care of the increased enrollment.1^4

The consolida

tion of Keithville and Summer Grove was effected in 1 9 0 9 . ^ 5
This arrangement did not seem to be satisfactory because of
the distance involved, and in July, 1911, Summer Grove was

i ^ c a d d o Parish School Board Minutes, November 8 ,

1908.
l 6i*Ibld.

l 65it>id.. July 14, 1909.
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granted a separate school again.
In 1910 two extra wagons were approved for Ward One
at Line Creek to run to Rodessa, and the other from Scott's
Slough to Mira.187

But the arrangement with Line Creek School

was also unsuccessful.

In July, 1911, when the patrons of

the Line Creek School asked that the school be restored, their
request was granted .*88

Although the first attempts at con

solidation of schools were not always successful, a favorable
attitude towards consolidation gradually formed.

Thus, from

two consolidations in 1908 with sixty-three children being
transported to the consolidation of twenty-nine rural schools
in 1923 with 450 children being transferred, one can under
stand the approval of such a plan even in a period of rapidly
increasing enrollment .*89
School construction.

Once the State Board of Education

structured a method of forming school districts for selfimposed taxation for school construction, the rural patrons
under the leadership of Byrd took advantage of the oppor
tunity to provide better schools.

Between 1910 and 1916,

the following schools were established:

Mira, Mooringsport,

Vivian, Walnut Hill, Belcher, Dixie, Blanchard, Hosston.

l66Ibid. , July 12, 1911.
I67lbid., September 14, 1910.
l69currie, 0£. clt.» pp. 35 ff.

*68Ibid. , July 12, 1911.
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Summer Grove and Flournoy were established, a l s o .1?0
Forecasting rural school needs.

Board members worked

indefatigably, as did Byrd, in rural school Improvement.

An

examination of the Caddo Parish School Board Minutes during
Byrd's service there Justifies this statement.

President

W. E. Glassell denied being an authority on rural schools,
but he did address the High School Conference In 1910 speak
ing on the rural problems*

nThe first pressing need is a

new kind of country school," Glassell asserted .1?1

Advocat

ing corn clubs, he stressed, "teaching the practical side
of life work ."1?2

Reporting on the Conference, Byrd stated

that Caddo Parish rural schools ranked high in educational
progress as compared with the other schools In the s t a t e . 1?3
Professor V. L. Roy of Louisiana State Normal at
Natchitoches addressed the Louisiana Press Association in
Shreveport in 1913 invoking a micromatic view of the rural
Bchools:

l?°Currie, lac. clt.
l?lThe Shreveport Times. December 28, 1910, p. 3.
172I b l d .

173lbid., January 14, 1911* p. 6 .
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. . . I have chosen to bring to your attention
another agency which has In Itself possibilities
which too few of us fully understand or appreciate—
an agency which holds In embryonic form an llllmltable power to uplift the majority of the American
people along economic, social and moral lines. . .
rural sohools. . . until recently the disgraceful
shanty. . . our rural schools are today. . . merely
city schools run In the country. The same arithmetic,
geography, and history Is /sic/ taught In both schools.
The rural child may learn how Europe Is drained
but he learns nothing about the drainage of his
father's farm. He may know who Ponce de Leon was,
but know nothing about humus, potash, and phos
phoric acid. He can bound Montana, but does not
know where Franklin Parish is. . . . He identifies
the pictures of Socrates, Caesar. . • but cannot
recognise the breed of a Polled Angus cow. . . .
Why should a boy love stock when he knows no other
than the scrub cow, the Creole pony, and the rasorback hog? . . .
I contend further that not the
least important mission of the true rural school
lies outside the school house.
Its Influence must
extend to. . . the life of the community. . . the
rural school of the future must stand for country
life betterment. 17
Roy concluded with the antidote when he declared:
In only one way. . . and that is by bringing In
the person of a properly trained consecrated teacher.
Such a type of teacher can be developed and trained.

. . . certainly not to the exclusion of agriculture
and livestock husbandry and dairying and. . • nature
study and rural economics and shop work and domestic
science.175

Other Improvements. Enumerating some of the Improve
ments other than eliciting genuine Interest as suggested
above by Roy and creating favorable consolidation, there

17**ibld., May 8, 1913, p. 6
175ibid.
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were some Improvements made in the schools.

For example, Ida

School was the first rural school In the parish to be piped
with natural gas and equipped with h e a t e r s . T h e

Ida

School was one considered as having an excellent program.
Figure 8 In the Appendix Is a view of the school, while
Figure 9, also In the Appendix, Is a view of Relsor School.
One major factor Influencing the progress of rural
schools In the parish was the hiring of E. Weldon Jones In
1911 as Rural School Inspector for Caddo schools.177

He

came as the rapid growth was created by the Influx of oil
field workers.

His work Is creditable for what he was able

to accomplish, continuing that work for fourteen years after
Byrd1b death In the role of Parish Superintendent.
Other improvements Included provision of acreage ad
joining the schools.

Each school was asked to have a minimum

of two acres of land In order that children might obtain a
general knowledge of scientific agriculture.*?®

Better sani

tation around the schools received its share of attention,
also.*?9

176ibid., October 12, 1911, p. 2.

177caddo Parish School Board Minutes. November 11, 1911.
178xhe Shreveport Times. June 9, 1910, p. 1.
*?9caddo Parish School Board Minutes. June 11, 1913.
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The curriculum with Its agricultural emphasis gained
considerable attention.

Corn Clubs were organised In the

State of Louisiana In 1908.

Once the value of them became

known, Mr. Qlassell and Superintendent Byrd Investigated the
feasibility of starting the clubs In Caddo P a r i s h . T h e
Corn Clubs were begun Immediately followed by the organisa
tion of Boys' Hog Clubs.

For all boys between nine and eight

een years of age, its purpdse was to give each participant
knowledge of stock raising .1®1
Encouraging student creativity, Byrd urged displays
of student work whenever possible.

Time was given for student

attendance at the Louisiana State Fair In Shreveport as an
educational experience.

All types of school work reflecting

the details of the curriculum were exhibited.

Byrd worked

closely with Mrs. Mattie H. Williams who had been education
chairman at the Fair and the Shreveport Exposition for thirty
years.

One display that especially pleased Byrd was a model

oil well with derrick, built by the boys of the Oil City
School.

Equipped with engine house and machinery in full

operation, it was one of the principal attractions of the
Fair in 1916 .182

l80The Shreveport Times. December 16, 1909* p. 1l 8llbld.» January 25* 1911* P» 5.
l82jbid.. November

1916, p. 10.
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Negro rural schools.

Negro rural schools were not

neglected by the School Board.

Summer Normal schools or

summer Institutes were held each year during Byrd's early
superintendency for the teachers; and the Board strived for
improved buildings.

In 1908, the School Board made provisions

for conducting Negro schools in twenty churches.1®®

Of the

elghty-flve Negro schools in operation in the parish in
1913* twenty-six were owned by the School Board; after
1918 the use of Bosenwald Funds helped in Negro school con
struction.

It is clear that the number of Negro schools

throughout the period 1913-1923 was Increasing and that the
Board was making a concerted effort to provide for the
Negroes.1®^
Farm Leagues were another avenue for school improve
ment.1®^

The eight Leagues in the parish used land that had

been given, rented or purchased on which to grow corn, cotton
or other products with donated labor.

Proceeds were used to

build or Improve Negro schools and to help extend the school
term to eight months.1®®

Hookworm eradication.

In September, 1911, the School

1®3currie, 0£. cit., p. 3U.
I®1*Ibid.
l®5The Shreveport Times. May 23, 1913, p. 5.
I 86ibid.
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Board passed a resolution to cooperate with health officials
In eradicating the h o o k w o r m . R e s u l t i n g from poor sani
tary conditions and polluted soil, hookworm Infection was
strictly a rural d i s e a s e . T h e State Board of Health agreed to put an adequate number of physicians at the service
of the s c h o o l s . B y r d knew the persuasive power of the
teachers so he asked them to help In creating public senti
ment for extermination.190
Caddo Parish Is the first in the state to make
an appropriation without any preliminary work hav
ing been done In the matter except through the pro
gressive and energetic spirit of Professor Byrd, he
having observed carefully the work that was being
done In some of the other parishes of North Louisiana
and realising that there was a high degree of Infec
tion among the school children In some of the rural
sections of the parish and knowing the effect of the
disease on a child. . . he appeared before the police
Jury and asked that it appropriate enough money to
conduct a campaign In this parish for the eradica
tion of the disease. Accordingly, $150 was appropri
ated. * . the cltlsens of Caddo should be congratu
lated for having such a valuable man at the head of
its educational affairs as Mr. Byrd, a man who re
alises the necessity for developing the child physi
cally as well as mentally.191
Dr. Qeorge R. Fox was appointed by the Rockefeller
Sanitary Commission to work in Caddo Parish*

He announced

l87caddo Parish School Board Minutes. September 13.

1911.
^ ^ The Shreveport Times. November 7, 1911, p. 1.
l89caddo Parish School Board Minutes, loc. cit.
190The Shreveport Times. September 13, 1911, P. 1.
191lbid.. November 7, 1911, p. 1.
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that he would Inspect until those found with hookworm had
been cured.*92

Lectures In the rural areas was the primary

step taken by Dr. Pox before he Inspected the children and
adults for the disease.

Believing that at least fifty per

cent of the population suffered from hookworm, he found the
heaviest Infestation In the northern part of the parish.
In one school with 262 pupils enrolled, 82 cases were treat
ed. *93

Dr. Pox remained In the parish treating hookworm un

til he could assure Superintendent Byrd and the School Board
that the parish was free of the disease.
Reports of Parish Superintendents.

Prom the addresses

of the Parish Superintendents Annual Meeting held in
Shreveport in February, 1916, an objective picture of some
of the rural schools may be obtained.*9**

The Superintendents

were given automobile tours through the parish inspecting
rural schools prior to the addresses.

Praising the progress

and the high standards In evidence, the speakers acclaimed the
Caddo rural schools as superior In the state.*95

"Dixie

school built In 1913 from the proceeds of a ten-year, five-

192caddo Parish School Board Minutes, November 11,
1911.
193The Shreveport Times. February 6, 1912, p. 5.
19^ibid.. February 4, 1916, p. 12.
195ibld.
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mill tax la modern In every respect containing every facil
ity and convenience to be found In the city schools."^96
Surrounded by four acres of playground, the elementary pupils
were adequately housed while the high school pupils were
transported five miles away to Belcher.*97

Jewells School was a two-room frame building housing
six grades.

"Patrons of the school assist the principal In

teaching the girls sewing and a garden and cold frame are
provided."198
Greenwood, a two-story brick school, was paid for by
proceeds of a special district tax.

It Included the first

eight grades, and accommodated pupils within a five-mile
radius.
That the superintendents were Impressed with the
schools was reiterated.

A challenge was given to those

attending the conference:
. . . an active campaign should be prosecuted
throughout the state with an object of realizing
In our large country schools those conditions which
are necessary before the schools can render the
maximum of service. . . it is the duty of the school
boards and superintendents to cooperate with police
Juries and progressive citizens in. . . the con
struction of permanent highways.^99

196ibid.
198ibid.

199ibid.

197lbld.

Stressing other priorities, the needs mentioned were
adequate buildings, manual training and domestic science,
club work, adult Involvement, trained teachers in rural work,
school libraries, and " . . .

statewide.

. . compulsory edu

cation. "200
III.

FINANCING

As the financing of the Caddo Parish School System is
studied for those years Byrd was associated with the system,
it is apparent that the system probably never had all the
Income that it desired, but was more fortunate than many of
the parish systems in the state.

Those Interviewed for this

study and the records available reveal that Byrd played a
stellar role in gaining financial support for the schools.
The State Legislature, and to a lesser extent the
State Board of Education, structured the financial environ
ment in which the school operated.

By the turn of the cen

tury their decisions resulted in greater permissiveness that
allowed local communities to tax themselves for school con
struction and operational expenses.

Byrd's role was impor

tantly connected with the salutary effect in the parish:
It usually fell to the superintendent, as it
still does, to persuade the School Board and the

200ibid.
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populace to tax and bond themselves to finance
public schools.
Professor Byrd was more success
ful than any of his predecessors had been.
His
first few years In office saw numerous tax elec
tions In districts all over the parish for the
purpose of establishing schools. . . . Even though
he was a distinguished, hard-headed schoolman,
Professor Byrd often had a (QUgh time scraping
up school revenue at first .201
The City Council at times Impeded educational prog
ress by refusing to turn over school monies to the School
B o a r d . 202

An example of their action occurred on April 13,

1910:
The Shreveport City Council withdrew Its support
of public schools In the city, causing a minor
financial crisis In the schools.
The board assessed
every child attending city schools $ 1.00 to help
defray the expenses of the city schools In lieu of
the $3,000 withdrawn by the City Council.203
Paradoxically, attendance was to be denied any child
who refused to pay the $1.00.204

The Incident reveals the

problems co-exlstent at the time when compulsory school
attendance was being sought.
With an Increased enrollment during Byrd's superintendency, he pled intermittently to the Board that school taxes
must be Increased in order to provide necessary buildings
in the city and rural a r e a s . S h r e v e p o r t

201lbld.. January 21, 1962, p. 3F.
^Q^Ibid.a September 2, 1910, p. 1.
2°3ibid., January 21 , 1962, p. 3F.
20**Ibid.. April 14, 1910, p. 1.
205lbid., July 15, 1910, p. 5.
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an "educational center"208 as the demand for new schools
was Increasing.

It was conservatively estimated In 1910

that, "the educational institutions are worth $100,000
annually to the community."20?
The Board adopted a unique method of increasing
revenue and that was In the form of bootleg rewards which
provided a reward of $50.00 for evidence leading to the
arrest, conviction and fine of persons caught bootlegging.208
The assumption was that the fine would be greater than the
reward, thereby netting the Board a profit.

Thus, during

the time that the selling of liquor In Shreveport was pro
hibited during the second decade of this century, the Board
reported that one receipt alone from the fines was for
$700.00.2°9

The money came from fines of women violators

who withdrew former pleas of not guilty to violation of the
liquor laws on their charges of bootlegging.2
The chronic shortage of money manifested Itself occa
sionally In teachers’ salaries.

The first record found

that Byrd was faced with a concerted petition concerning

2o6Ibid., September 2, 1910, p. 1.

20?Ibld.

2o 8Ibid., January 27, 1915, p. 3.
2 °9caddo Parish School Board Minutes. January 25.
1915.
21QThe Shreveport T i m e s . January 27, 1915 * p. 3.
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teacher pay was In 1 9 0 9 . The Shreveport Teachers
Association In a well-worded petition asked for pay for
non-teaching days during the Christmas holidays stipulat
ing that teaching Is just as important as work done by a
physician, lawyer, or minister.212

The Board granted their

pay without reading the petition.213
In May, 1912, the Board with Byrd concurring asked
the teachers to teach two weeks without pay.21^

The action

resulted from an epidemic of Influenza when the schools
closed two weeks.

The teachers staunchly defended their

position by stating that they would have taught the two
weeks when the schools were closed.

They felt no compulsion

to continue teaching beyond the regular school term without
pay, and they did not do so.21^
In contrast to the Board's usual financial report,
a press release in October, 1912, presented a healthy re
port on the financial status of Caddo Parish.21^

Apparently,

neither the Board nor Byrd authorized the news release for

21llbid., December 17* 1909* p. 10.
212Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. December 16, 1909,
and The Shreveport Tllmes, December 17. 1909. p. 10.

213lbid.
21**The Shreveport Times. April 27, 1912, p. 10.
215ibid.

2l6ibld.. October 27, 1912, p. 7.
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It is contradictory to the true financial record; rather, it
seems to have been slanted toward inducing immigration.

The

report was issued on the oil and gas production in Caddo
Parish, and it showed the value of the resources to the pub*
lie schools.

Some of the pertinent parts are extracted here

Tax revenue from oil and gas was aiding in hard-surfacing
parish roads.

The five-year plan called for the hard-surfac

ing of five miles of road each year for five years on each
of the five roads leading into the city.

Ultimately, the

major roads of the parish would be hard-surfaced.217
The report continued in stating that the Caddo Parish
government had "not one cent of indebtedness ."218

. . . one school board handles both the City and
parish. With no desire to brag, any well informed
educator in Louisiana will admit that no city or
parish within the state has a system equal to that
of Shreveport and Caddo.
The school board has had plenty of money at its
command and been backed by progressive public opin
ion in furnishing the community with its splendid
educational advantages. The buildings are model
and the high pay attracts teachers of the first
class. Shreveport public school system is admit
tedly the pacemaker for the entire state of
Louisiana.219
Teacher pay continued to hold the interest of Board
members.

A great step forward took place in 1913 when the

rurali school teachers were placed on equal pay status with

217lbid.

2l8xbid.

219ibid
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the teachers In the city schools .220

It came when the

average pay of teachers In Louisiana was about $ 58.00
monthly, though Caddo Parish paid somewhat higher than
the state average.
It can be safely said that one of Byrd's key respon
sibilities was finding adequate school support, and In 1916
he used a new technique .221

The current one-mill tax In

Shreveport came up for renewal so Byrd began a personal cam
paign to win favor for special tax appropriation.

He made

a "Big Business" campaign by Interviewing the "biggest busIt*
nessmen" In the city convincing them to vote for a special
school t a x .222
By 1917 and the Inflation of World War I, teachers
with families were finding It Impossible to maintain their
standard of living on the current salaries.

Many teachers

were leaving the profession for better paying positions,
and the system was In Jeopardy of losing the "brightest
and most competent of our teachers."223

Inadequate salaries

for elementary teachers were revealed, also, by the list
of elementary principals and teachers.

Byrd knew that he

220caddo Parish School Board Minutes. May lM, 1913.

221T h £ Shreveport Times. April 23 , 1916, p. 16 .
222Ibld.
223caddo Parish School Board Minutes. June 13, 1917.
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could not secure men for prlnclpalshlps so he groomed some
of the most alert and gifted women for those Jobs.22**

In

1917» all seven elementary schools In the city had women
principals.225

Teachers threatneed to strike and civic

groups sided with them.
Finally, In June, 1919, the Board voted that teachers'
salaries be set at $100.00 a month for nine months.22^
Another concession In 1919 was ten days sick leave granted
annually to teachers.

Thus, Caddo Parish maintained Its

reputation for a progressive school system with well-paid
teachers,22? the annual disbursements having increased from
$24,505.85 in 1908 to $1,841,856.24 in 1926.228
IV.

APPRAISAL OF THE SCHOOLS

After reviewing some of the Important phases of Byrd's
work during his years with the Caddo Parish School Board,

1907- 1926 , it seems appropriate to review some of the apprais
als of the schools and of Byrd In the periods of rapid
growth.

Three summations of the schools are for the years

1910 , 1916 and 1922 .

221,Intervlew with Mrs. Doyce Perkins,

0£. cit.

225caddo Parish School Board Minutes, June 13, 1917*
226Ibld., June 11, 1919.
228currie, 0£. cit., p. 75.

227Ibld., November 12, 1919.

13M
The following appraisal of the school system In
1910 was made by Superintendent Byrd:
. . . the members of the school board are men
of broad views and alert to the Interest of the
great charge entrusted to their care and super
vision. The schools of the Parish are run for
nine months In the year, taught by well trained
teachers and patronised by the rich and the poor
alike.
The schools are carefully graded and supervised.
Special taxes have been liberally voted and new
m o d e m consolidated schools are being erected all
over the Parish.
The one-room ungraded school Is
being merged into the graded schools. . . children
of the remote communities are being transported
In comfortable school vans at public expense.
All of the villages and towns of the Parish have
or will soon have beautiful school buildings. . .
Shreveport. . . finest high school building In the
state. . . all the grades have music, drawing, do
mestic science and manual training. . . . The
signs of the times are auspicious for the city
and the Parish and the outlook for the schools
Is promising In the extreme. . . .229
That Byrd and the Board usually maintained excellent
rapport is revealed In the words of out-going Board President
Barron:

"To Professor Byrd, our worthy superintendent, I owe

much to him for his ever-ready and welcome assistance in all
matters and I have no hesitation in saying that he is the
right man In the right place."230
Summarizing the reputation of the Caddo schools, the
following Is extracted from an address made by State Rural

229The Shreveport Times. October 30, 1910, p. 2.
230caddo Parish School Board Minutes. January 12,
1913.
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School Inspector C. J. Brown at the Annual Parish Superin
tendents meeting held In Shreveport In 1916:
The Caddo schools are far In advance of the
schools In any other parish of the state In all
respects.
I was particularly struck with the
playground equipment and the system of super
vised recreation such as that offered at Belcher.
But this feature Is only one among them.
The
buildings and grounds are the equal of those to
be found anywhere in the country, and far superior
to those In other sections of the state.
In some
respects the rural schools of this parish are better
than the city schools in other sections and the en
tire parish should be proud of the educational
advantages it offers the coming generations. . . .*31
An all-inclusive committee, after 1919, with which
Byrd worked to improve the educational system of the parish
included three Board members, a representative of the Chamber
of Commerce, the Parent-Teachers Association and other civic
organizations.

They were to investigate or study methods

used in schools of the most progressive education centers
of the country in an effort to help improve the parish school
system,232

Their quest resulted in a representative from

the United States Office of Education studying the school
system in 1922.

The investigation showed that the high

school building, the school playgrounds, and the classrooms
were inadequate.233

23lThe Shreveport T i m e s . February

1916, p. 2.

2 32united States Bureau of Education, Survey of the
Schools of Caddo Parish with Special R e f e r e n c e d Shreveport
(Washington:
Bureau of Education, 1922 ), p. 11.

233ibid.

As a result of the study, C. G. Byrd High Sohool was
constructed and other changes were made to Improve the en
tire school system.

By 1925, the education of the teachers

throughout the parish had Improved since the study made In
1922.

Of the 227 Negro teachers In the parish, 13$ had

earned two-year Normal diplomas or college degrees; of the
1*58 white teachers, 75$ had earned two-year Normal diplomas
or college degrees and Byrd urged continuing preparation.234
School enrollment increased to 20,100 pupils.235

Rural

schools had grown until thirty automobile vans "are operated
by the parish today.

Children are transferred to eight high

schools in the parish.

Each child can stay at home and at

tend a state approved high school without cost to the par
ents. "236

The consolidated high schools outside the city,

symbolizing the progress of rural schools, were Vivian, Ida,
Mooringsport, Belcher, Greenwood, Oil City and Hosston.237

V.

ACTIVITIES IN PROFESSIONAL
AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

While Clifton Ellis Byrd was unswerving in his devotion

23**currie, o p . cit., p.

45.

2 35ibid.
23&The Shreveport Times. November 7, 1924, p. 12.
23?ibid.
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and contributions to education and educational movements,
he was, simultaneously, active in professional and olvlc
activities that created a social uplifting in Shreveport
and in Louisiana.
Chautauqua.

The Louisiana Chautauqua was an organi

sation through which Byrd's Influence made an Impact.

Judge

A. A. Gunby, one of the stockholders in the Louisiana
Chautauqua Association and close friend of Byrd, said in his
memorial of the Chautauqua to the Legislature:
If I could draw a picture of the educational
condition of the State in 1883 , the complete dearth
and apathy that covered the schools of the State
like a pall, It would be a good starting point
for the history of the Chautauqua.2 38
In that year a small group of enthusiastic teachers
and educators met and formed the Louisiana Education
Association at Homer, Louisiana.

Meeting annually to per

petuate the idea of free public education and general en
lightenment of the citizens of the state, the organization
is credited with important improvements.
they met in Ruston, Louisiana.

In July, 1889,

Mrs. Mattie H. Williams, of

Shreveport, had visited the New York Chautauqua in the 1880's
and returned to Louisiana with a dream that she was deter
mined would not die until other teachers in the state had
an opportunity to take advantage of similar learning sessions.

o p . cit., p . 8.

«
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At the Ruston meeting, Mrs. Williams read a paper on
"Chautauqua Work," In which she proposed the establishment
of a Louisiana Chautauqua.

In her plea Mrs. Williams gave

the historical background of the Chautauqua and continued
with justification for one In Louisiana:
It Is the wish of the Louisiana Educational
Association that Louisiana shall not lag behind
her sister states In any educational movement.
It Is our aim to found In our own state a sum
mer assembly at which teachers and people can
meet to Indulge In social Intercourse and to
enjoy the pleasures of a summer resort combined
Irith the benefit of a summer school and courses
of lectures by noted specialists In every depart
ment of human investigation and knowledge.239
That the Louisiana educators were ready for such an
appeal is described by Judge Gunby:

"The suggestion Impress

ed the association like an electric thrill, and then and
there this good and gentle woman became the founder of the
noble institution ."2^0
With the proposal of Mrs. Williams accepted, the
Association appointed a committee to organize a Chautauqua
at some suitable place in Louisiana, Ruston being chosen
as the site.

The cultural interests -and spirit of progress

engendered and developed by the Ruston College and other in
stitutions of learning in Lincoln Parish are credited as

239h. E. Townsend, "A History of the Louisiana

Chautauqua" (unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, 1929), p. 2M.
21*0(}Unby, 0£. cit.. p. 9 *
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the factors that led to the establishment of the Louisiana
Chautauqua near Ruston .2^
At the Chautauqua, meetings of the Louisiana Education
Association— later the Louisiana State Public School
Teachers— were held; summer normals taught; lectures, read
ings, concerts and other educational entertainments given;
and such other exercises that tended to improve, gratify and
benefit the teachers of Louisiana and advance the cause of
enlightenment in the state .2i*2
To perpetuate the annual programs, a staff worked
diligently throughout the year from 1892 to its close in

1907*

Clifton Byrd's name is closely linked with the

Chautauqua throughout those years.

Byrd served as manager

for many years which inferred that he and his family lived
at the Chautauqua grounds during the summer months while
he was in charge of coordinating all activities.2^
spoke of the work of Byrd:

Ives

"A man of unusual executive

capacity, he was doubtless commissioned to implement the
entire program of guest speakers and instructors."2^

In

describing the summer program, Ives elaborated:

2 ^ T h o m a s A. Green, "A History of Education in Lincoln
Parish, Louisiana" (unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge, 1929)* P* 38.

2^2Qunby, op. cit., p. 115.
2l*3lnterview with Miss Kathleen Graham, 0£. cit.
244ives, op. cit., p. 107.

mo
There were no fees; no one worked for gain or
expected any pay. Teachers attending classes in
regular school subjects received no certificates
or paper credit.
They were Intent only on Im
proving their scholarship and effectiveness as
teachers. • • the summer school for teachers came
to have special significance. • • In the upgrading
of teachers.245
Those teaching In the Institutes were the best that
the State of Louisiana had to offer, and Byrd took his place
among them almost every session. 2^6
As Interest and attendance Increased over the years,
It was generally conceded by the management and staff that
Improvements would have to be made In the services provided.
Byrd was In favor of constructing a second hotel but was so
strongly opposed by Thomas D. Boyd In the matter that it
was dropped. 2^7

other services were added.

In 1898 , there

began the collection of books by Louisiana authors and a
collection of books for a reference library.

Thus, the

aspirations of Mrs. Williams and C. E. Byrd came to fruition
when the library was established; then they began to form
a museum of Louisiana articles .2l*8
The Chautauqua, originally formed to improve education

2 l*5ibid.
2 i*6jnterview with Miss Kathleen Graham, oj>. c i t .

S^TBoyd (Thomas D.) Papers. op. cit.
2l,8lnterview with Miss Edith Gunby, 0£. cit.

In the State of Louisiana, generated enthusiasm which led
to many accomplishments.

The Chautauqua aided other con

temporary movements In producing better teachers, better
schools and school buildings; a promoter for Louisiana
Polytechnic Institute; summer schools housed In the colleges
Louisiana Education Association.

Louisiana educators

organised Into their first professional association In 1883,
but It was not until 1892 that the organisation fused Into
one for school personnel only.

Although the Louisiana

Education Association was short-lived, 1883-1892, before It
evolved Into the Louisiana State Public School Teachers
Association, Its achievements were significant in awakening
public interest in mass education.
The purpose of the group was "to elevate the profes
sion of teachers and to promote the interests of the public
schools of Louisiana. "2**9

Byrd was an active member and pro

moter of the organization until his death.

He served as

President in 189*1, was a member of a committee every year,
and served on the Board of Directors.
Byrd as " . . .

an active mover in the

Stephens described
o r g a n i z a t i o n . "250

2 **9Higtory and Organization of the Louisiana
Teachers' Association. Louisiana Teachers' Association,
1062, mimeographed sbeeFI
25£>Edwin L. Stephens, "First Years of the Louisiana
State Public School Teachers Association," Louisiana
Schools, XII (October, 193**), 11.
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Other orgalligations.

Byrd's interest spanned beyond

Louisiana for he was an active participant and attended
annually the Southern Association of Education and served
on its Board of Directors.

His attendance at National

Education Association meetings is a matter of record.

Re

porting on the value of the meetings, Byrd spoke in emotional
tones:
Relieved from the wear of dally routine duties,
I imbibed the tonic of changed scenes, associations
and environs by contact with kindred spirits and
successful school people.
I received a stock of
enthusiasm and a fund of ideas which will develop
in me more efficient service for our people and
parish.251
When the Council of Education in Louisiana was organ
ized in 1913 under C. A. Ives, Byrd readily joined the ad
vanced guard of delegates who helped focus the direction of
the Louisiana State Public School Teachers' Association.252
Byrd was active In civic organizations, also.

Rotary

Club In Shreveport was formed In 1913* and Byrd was initiated
into it in December, 1914.253

The club sponsored many school

improvement projects, and it is possible that Byrd was in
cluded in the number who suggested those.

Some of the pro

jects Included a yearly stipend of $ 100.00 to help the

25lThe Shreveport Times. April 23, 1913* p. 3*
252ibid.. April 16, 1914, p. 3.
253shreveport Rotary Club Membership Records.

1H 3
Shreveport Training School for Girls; 25** provide free lunehes
for underprivileged pupils;2^5 urging the planting of home
vegetable gardens to help defray household expenses and
supplying free garden seed to pupils who wanted them;256
sponsoring a field day in oonneotlon with National Health
Day when school pupils in keen rivalry would learn how to
win as well as how to lose,257
Clifton Ellis Byrd was a member, also, of the Elks
Club; the Masonic Lodge; Sigma Nu, a college fraternity;
and was an active Elder in Dunlap Presbyterian Church,
^Shreveport, Louisiana.

25**The Shreveport Times, March 7, 1915, P* 1*
255ibid.

25f>Ibld., May 2, 1915, p. **.
257lbid., April 10, 192*1, p, 6.

CHAPTER VI
DEATH OF AND TRIBUTES TO
CLIFTON ELLIS BYRD
Unless Byrd's personal life Is examined, It would
never be known that he bordered on tuberculosis all his
life and had frequent Illnesses that caused dire concern
for his health and career.

To cite one example of an ex

tremely serious illness he suffered In 1911, a news item
reported, "Professor Byrd means so much to the schools of
Shreveport, so much personally to pupils, parents, and
teachers that his illness caused great anxiety for days."!
In spite of his zest for living, he frequently took short
rests usually at the popular summer resorts of his day.
In 192M, Byrd having gone to the limits of his phys
ical resources was given six months leave by the Board in
order to regain his health.2

His prescribed treatment was

complete rest at Cragmon, Colorado.

After six months of in

activity and treatment, Byrd was ready to attack his work
with an even greater verve.

Mrs. Byrd Joined him in Colorado

J-The Caucasian. Shreveport, Louisiana, December 17,
1911, p.ITT
2Caddo Parish School Board Minutes. December 11, 1923.

1*5
for sightseeing before their return to Shreveport.3

Byrd

wrote to Aswell about their trips:
This country Is big and great. . . . Mrs. Byrd
and I in an Overland Sedan spent six weeks wandering
about the country seeing things and getting a com
plete change.
We went all among the Rocky Nts. and
through the Yellowstone.
It did me good and was a
Joy to my wife.**
Death of Clifton Ellis B y r d .
career came on February 26, 1926.

The close of B y r d ’s

Upon returning from a

visit to rural schools In the parish, he developed what
may have been ptomaine poison.

Rushed to the hospital,

all efforts failed In fighting the attacker within his
body.5

Following his death, his body lay In state at

C. E. Byrd High School, where on a Sunday afternoon,
thousands of Shreveporters, Negro and white, viewed his
remains .6

Clifton Ellis Byrd's remains were interred

In Forest Lawn Cemetery, Shreveport, Louisiana.
Tributes paid to B y r d .

There were many tributes

paid to Byrd before and after his death.

A few have been

extracted and Included here.
The greatest event that occurred after B y r d ’s return
from Cragmon, Colorado, was the construction of C. E. Byrd

3lnterview with Mrs. Mary Byrd Redding, 0£. clt.
^Aswell (James B . and Family) Papers. o p . clt .
5lnterview with drover C. Koffman, o p . clt.
&The Shreveport Times, February 28, 1926, p. 1.
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High School.

As a monument to him It symbolised in soundness

of structure, adequate equipment and all-purpose curriculum
what Byrd had been striving to attain for all Caddo Parish
boys and girls.

A tribute paid to him by T. H. Harris when

he stated that progress in Caddo Parish schools was out
standing:
T h e ^ i t y and country school plants represent the
best knowledge that we possess on the subject of
school architecture and compare with the best in
the country. . . we should be in position to under
stand why the public forces of Louisiana place
Superintendent C. E. Byrd upon the high pedestal
of honor and affection that he occupies.
His en
viable place of honor is due to his having directed
for a quarter of a century the forces that provided
good schools for Caddo children.7
C. A. Ives also paid tribute to the work of Byrd:
Two outstanding men in the field of education. . .
C. E. Byrd and John McNeese. . . were able and dedi
cated pioneers in school development.
Their impact
on education in the State reached far beyond the
localities in which they worked.
They were gener
ally recognised for their unusual ability as admini
strators and their sound Judgments, as well as for
their pleasing personalities and vigorous efforts
in the promotion of education in Louisiana .6
Other tributes included, "Acknowledged to have been
the father of the public school system of Caddo Parish."9
"He was the finest and most important man ever to have served

7lbid., November 21, 1924, p. 1.
&C. A. Ives, Aa I Remember (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana
State University, Bureau o t Educational Research and
Materials, 1965), p. 208.
9 "Quarter Century of C. E. Byrd," o£. cit. . p. 17.
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In public life In this community," asserted Roscoe H. White,
a former Caddo Parish Superintendent.1°
ful memory.

"He had a wonder

. . completely devoted to the community."11

". . . recognised by all as one of the south's foremost edu
cators devoting his life to that cause."12

"Public education

has lost a valuable champion, Caddo Parish their most valu
able leader, the School Board Its beloved adviser and members
of the board a true friend.

Mr. Byrd was a high-class

Christian gentleman."*3
Written Into the Session's Minutes of Dunlap
Presbyterian Church, Is another tribute, " . . .

the Church

has lost one of its most faithful and lovable members, the
Session a most efficient Elder and the community a Christian
gentleman and model citizen."I1*
The Caddo Parish School Board read Into their record
a document evaluating the work of Clifton Ellis Byrd:
Amid the hurried rush of circumstances and dally
occupations, the multitudinous Interest and tasks
that each day absorb our faculties, there occasion
ally comes a misfortune of such cataclysmic Import
ance and effect that we stand for the moment In awed

l°Ibld.

u Ibid.

12The Shreveport T i m e s . February 27, 1926, p. 1.

13ibld.
l^Letter from Dunlap Presbyterian Church to author,
November 30, 1965.
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and shocked consternation, mentally reckoning our
loss and our ability or Inability to recoup It.
Of such a character was the death of Professor C. E.
Byrd, not only to us, his friends and associates In
school work, but to the whole community In which he
lived. He was the staunch friend of hundreds; he
will be missed by uncounted numbers of men and women
and children to whom*he was friend and whose love
and confidence and admiration he possessed; but most
of all and before all else he was the soul, the In
spiration, the gifted prophet and leader of the whole
educational system of Caddo Parish, which has grown
under his enlightened guidance from a few scattered
and ramshackly schools to one of the finest public
school units in the United States.
. . . Caddo Parish Is proud of many things, but
before all else she ranks her splendid public school
system, magnificently housed In m o d e m well-appointed
buildings, second to none in the South in high stand
ards and general excellence, attended by more than
twelve thousand white children and seven thousand
colored children. Where before only a few white
children went through the eighth grade now most of
them go to high school. Much of the wonderful prog
ress that has been made Is, of course, merely a
reflection on the distinguished leadership under
Professor Byrd who has not been content merely to
keep abreast of the times as measured by the prog
ress of other parishes and communities; he has
led the way in Louisiana In the building of her
public school system and has been an Inspiration
and an example to the balance of the state In the
matter of public Bchool facilities and standards.15

15Caddo Parish School Board Minutes, March 2, 1926.
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of Clifton Ellis Byrd
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Figure 2.

Central High School
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Figure 3*

Louisiana Industrial Institute,
1905
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Figure 4,

Students on Louisiana Industrial
Institute Campus, 1905

Figure 5.

Shreveport High School

Figure 6.

Wagonette at Central High
School

Figure 8.

Ids. High School

Figure 9.

Reisor Elementary School
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